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BY SARAH KELLEY 
Campus News Editor 
A fa7t-finding committee is ex-
pected to co~plete interviews to-
day for the new dean of the Col-
lege of Arts and Sciences. 
The committee interviewed · 
four candidates beginning last Fri-
day and will forward its evalua-
tions by the end of the week to 
Academic Vice President Dr. 
James Bundschuh, who will make 
the final decision. 
Headed by biology professor 
Dr. Stan· Hedeen, the committee, 
consisting of two students, five 
faculty members and Associate 
Dean Rev. Tom Kennealy, S.J., has 
been sifting through applications 
since January. 
There were initially 64 appli-
cants. The committee narrowed 
it down to eight candidates. After 
a series of phone interviews, the .. 
committee trimmed the list to four. 
The remaining candidates ·are 
Janice Walker, who is chair of 
Xavier's mathematics and com-
puter science department, David 
Krause of Carthage, Timothy 
Snyder of Georgetown and John 
Day of St. Olaf. 
"We are taking into account 
how well the remaining candi-
dates would fit the job descrip-
tion," said Hedeen. ''This includes 
how they would interact with and 
monitor the faculty, facilitate the 
curriculum and deal with student 
complaints and suggestions." 
In addition to these aspects of 
the position, the dean is also in 
charge of assembling and oversee-
ing the budget within the College 
of Arts and Sciences. This would 
include overseeing staff. salaries 
and budgeting for technology. 
The dean also makes the ultimate 
decisions concerning the hiring of 
faculty within the 13 departments 
in the college. 
Dr. Max Keck, who has been 
dean for seven years, is stepping 
down to return to a full-time 
teaching position in the physics 
department. 
The two students on the selec-
tion committee are junior Pete 
Zeller and freshman Mike Mallett. 
"We have had equal weight on 
the committee," said Zeller. "Our 
opinions about the candidates are 
being taken seriously." 
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Vacant: Sunday's student government executive debate drew only 20 of Xavier's 2,800 full-time undergraduate students. ·Held in Alter's Kelley Auditorium, the debate was rebroadcast on Xavier's cable network through the closing of the polls today. Results will be available at the Info Desk after 8:30 p.m. 
Alcohol barred from. next. dance 
In response, SAC seeks student reaction, suggestions 
. . 
!·'. 
BY KARA BENKEN 
Managing Editor 
Alcohol will not be available at 
the Spring Dance planned for 
March 26 at the Music Hall, accord-
ing to an administrative decision 
made yesterday afternoon. 
Luther Smith, executive director 
of Student Services, met with 
Cynthia Bellinger, adviser to Stu-
dent Activities Council (SAC) and 
campus police Chief Mike Couch 
to make the decision. They in-
formed seniors Jill Yungbluth, SAC 
chair, and Desiree Demonbreun, 
Student Government Association 
president, of their decision late 
Tuesday afternoon. 
"Why should we serve alcohol 
when 90 percent of the students at-
tending the event are under 21 any-
''SAC believes somthing needs to be done 
about the excessive 'drinking at dances. 
However, the ~xtretne measure taken by the 
administration concerns us. " 
-Senior Jill Yungbluth, SAC chair 
ment, last week. According to 
Smith, Slepitza's first reaction was 
to seek student opinions on the is-
sue, and he met informally with 
some student leaders last week. 
"When we were first discussing 
this, I thought it was not likely that 
it would affect the Spring Dance, 
but throughout the dialogue, I real-
ized something cathartic needed to 
111011m ... 11 ... ,..... m..,11 ... 11""""''"""'"""*1i""''""'' .......... 11... , .......... ,1_,,.,...._.,....,,....., ... 11 ... 1a ... :m ... m1""""'"""""""""'""""'""""'...,...:mm· take place,"· Smith said. "Because 
way?" said Smith when explaining 
his decision to The Newswire. 
Smith cited several factors for not 
selling alcohol at the dance, includ-
ing problems with securing places 
who will rent their rooms to Xavier 
and the increasing cost of security 
at such events. 
"A lot of the venues are resist-
ing renting to Xavier because of the 
problems associated with alcohol fewer people attend the Spring 
and its inappropriate use or binge Dance, we felt it best to implement 
drinking. It's em.barrassing to the the policy now, rather than wait." 
university and to the students, too,'' Yungbluth called an emergency 
he said. SAC meeting yesterday at 9:30 p.m. 
Talk of limiting or ceasing avail-
ability of alcohol at dances began 
early in the semester, and a proposal 
was submitted to Dr. Ron Slepitza, 
vice president for Student Develop-
to discuss possible options and al-
ternatives to the administration's 
decision. Among the alternatives 
suggested was to wait until Fall Ball 
See Dry, Page 2 
·Student Se~ate modifies Constitution 
BY LORAINE CROUCH 
News Feature Editor 
Student Senate adopted a new 
Constitution last week in which 
freshman terms, executive vacan-
cies and election authority were re-
vised. 
According to the Constitution, a 
committee must re-examine the 
document at least every three years 
·in order to adjust it to the time and 
needs of student government. The 
AssociationAffairs Committee be-
gan looking at the Constitution in 
;d, 
NEWS: 
Internship leads student 
to ministry 
PAGE 4 
the fall and pre-
sented its proposal 
to Senate on Feb. 1. 
"A lot of the 
changes were grammatiCal. How-
ever, we did change some of the 
way things are run," said commit-
tee chair sophomore Mike Sigg. 
One such change shortened 
freshman senators' terms so they 
end after spring elections. In the 
past, freshmen could hold their po-
sitions until the fall. According to 
Sigg, this caused financial difficul-
OP-ED: 
New drug law biased 
and misguided 
PAGE 6 
ties in the summer 
months when Sen-
ate paid for sena-
tors to return for 
workshop meetings. Senate paid 
students' travel expenses, and the 
freshmen, whose terms ended in the 
fall, made numbers too. great. 
Other changes clarified the role 
of Senate in elections. "Different 
interpretations led to the need to 
clarify,'' said Sigg. Presidential veto 
power in election concerns was 
unclear in the wording of the former 
SPORTS: 
Men's team celebrates 
seniors and Gardens 
PAGES 8-9 
Constitution, Sigg said. Senate now 
has sole authority over elections. 
Another revision deals with va-
cancies in executive offices. In the 
past, Senate, SGA executives and 
Student Activities Council got one 
vote each. Under the new constitu-
tion, every member of each body 
will have one vote. 
"Ninety-five percent of the in-
formation is the same, but because 
of the nature of the changes, we had 
to adopt a new Const.itution instead 
of making amendments,'' said Sigg. 
DIVERSIONS: 
Things to do in Philly 
during the A-10 Tourney 
PAGE 13 
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Interlibrary loan -
The liprary has developed an 
electronic interlibrary loan re-
quest system that can be accessed 
from the library web site by click-
ing on "Interlibrary Loan" or by 
going directly to www.xu.edu/li-
brary/interlibloan.html. This will 
be used in place of the paper 
forms now in use. 
Writing club 
Mermaid Tavern, the Xavier 
student writing Club, and Ath-
enaeum, the Xavier student arts 
magazine, are seeking new mem-
bers. Freshmen and sophomores 
are especially encouraged to 
join. For more information, con-
tact Tyrone Williams in the En-
glish department at 745-2014. 
Student art show 
An exhibition of work by 
· Xavier art students will be held 
at the art gallery in Cohen Cen-
ter through March 19. Gallery 
hours are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. can·· 
745-3811 for more information. 
Hindu temple visit 
Diversity of our Religions 
and International Student Ser-
vices are sponsoring a visit to the 
Hindu temple at Kladde Road in 
Anderson Township. The trip 
will take place Monday, March 
15, from 3-6 p.m. Sign up at the 
Romero International Center by 
March 8 at 4 p.m. Transporta-
tion cost is $'.2: 
Lent reflections 
Each weekday during Lent, a 
brief reflection will appear on the 
spiritual development page of 
Xavier's web site. A diverse 
group of Xavier faculty, staff and 
administrators have contributed 
to these reflections on the theme 
of "recognizing and responding 
to the divine presence." To ac-
cess the message, go to 
www. x u. edu/spiri tual/ 
lentcal.htm. 
Bookstore sale 
The Bookstore is having a 
pre-inventory sale where a vari-
ety of books will be $5 or less. 
There are also six modems 
marked down and many com-
puter cables and connectors 
marked at half price. They are 
offering a free totebag with any 
$20 purchas~ from the general 
book department. Call Cathy at 
745-3312 for more information. 
Parade committee 
The 1999 student Homecom-
ing parade committee applica-
tions are available at the Info 
Desk, the Commuter Information 
Center and in the SAC Office. 
Applications are due March 15. 
Any questions should be di-
rected to Jody Buelterman at 
745-1091. 
CAMPUS NEWS THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
XU seeks Latin American_ students 
BY JAMIE CURRAN 
News Writer 
In an effort to enhance diversity 
among students, Xavier is initiat-
ing recruitment programs to draw 
the interest of South and Central 
American students. 
Lisa Wendel, associate director 
at the Office of Admissions, departs 
for Latin America on March 6 for a 
two week excursion to speak to for-
eign students interested iri attend-
ing Xavier. 
"Of course we want to convince 
students from South and Central 
America to come to Xavier, but this 
trip is not about numbers," said 
Wendel. 
"Most importantly, we want to 
build relationships with the coun-
selors and establish future contacts 
for students. 
"After this trip, I'll be able to 
.mail them our latest brochures and 
we can keep in contact through e-
mail," she said. 
Linden Educational Services 
will be providing all hotel and 
travel arrangements for Wendel and 
''"we want to convince students ftom South. 
and Central America to come to Xav.ier ... 
Most importantly, we want to build 
relationships with the counselors and 
establish fature contacts for students. " . 
-Lisa Wendel, Office of Admissions 
representatives from other colleges. 
This service also helps representa-
tives of various colleges make con-
nections with students who are in-
terested in attending a school in the 
United States. 
Wendel will be traveling with 
representatives from 12 other 
schools, including the University 
of Toledo, Marymount College and 
Western Michigan University. 
She plans to emphasize Xavier's 
unique and safe Catholic commu-
nity and its prime location in a 
metropolitan city. 
According to Wendel, Xavier's 
business, communication and sci-
ence departments will especially 
entice students. · 
"We are very well-equipped for 
these international students," she 
said. 
"Our English as a Second Lan-
guage (ESL) program; for instance, 
enables students to come here to 
just learn English, a prerequisite for 
many other universities," said 
Wendel. 
International students have the 
opportunity to participate in the 
ESL program, or earn a full under-
graduate or graduate degree. 
Because they are in the United 
States on student visas, interna-
tional students cannot work on or 
·off-campus and generally do not see 
their families for the entire year. 
"They give up a lot," said 
Wendel, "But it's about wanting a 
better life and a better. education." 
Wendel will showcase Xavier 
and also learn how to meet the 
needs of international students 
through college fairs, workshops, 
case studies and presentations. 
"This is the firstLatinAmerican 
tour in ·a number of years," com-
mented Wendel. ''This trip is a great 
experience, for me personally, and 
for the exposure of Xavier to these 
students and counselors." 
Wendel will travel to Quito, Ec-
uador; Lima, Peru; Caracas, Ven-
ezuela; Panama City, Panama; 
Managua, Nicaragua; and Guate-
mala City, Guatemala. She will re-
turn to Cincinnati on March 20. 
Wendel has worked in the Of-
fice of Admissions since 1987 and 
graduated from Xavier in 1981 with 
a communications major. 
Dry:· SAC has emergency meeting Vacation 
. Continued from page 1 "I believe this will affect the in the bathrooms, where many stu- destinations 
to implement the policy, or to try number of students at the. d~11ce, dents end up getting sick or slam- • 
to limit alcohol consumption and we're depending on the rev- rriing drinks if they are underage. are.• varied 
through coralling a beer garden or enue from this dance for other "But I'm not comfortable with that 
limiting the number of drinks per projects later in the semester," she - people deserve their privacy,'' 
student rather than rid the dance of said. Smith said. 
alcohol completely. Another op- Smith admits complete respon- While Music Hall has been se-
tion they are considering is mak- sibility for the decision. "I made cured for this March, Bellinger and 
ing riding the buses mandatory. the call that we would not have al- SAC are having difficulty securing 
"SAC believes somthing needs coho! at the Spring Dance, and I'm a venue for Fall Ball next year. 
to be done about the excessive going to stand by that decision," ''We are not promoting, in any 
drinking at dances. However, the he said. way or form, becoming a dry cam-
extreme measure taken by the ad- He also conceded that his deci- pus," he said. "But campus police 
ministration concerns us. We are sion rriight be contested. "Even if . have been trying measure after mea-
looking into developing a compro- my decision were to be overturned, sure, and they are not working. We 
mise that addresses the concerns of it's getting people to think about are not functioning in a manner that 
the administration while respecting this problem that matters." is acceptable with underage stu-
the rights of all Xavier students," The only way for the decision dents being at the dances." 
said Yungbluth. to be overturned is through student Smith said the ban on alcohol 
Smith acknowledged that many appeal through SAC to Slepitza. will probably be regarded as an 
students feel there needs to be al- SAC is developing a survey seek- event-by-event situation. He ac-
cohol at a dance, but defended his ing students' opinions to be distrib- knowledged that if alcohol had. 
decision because of concern for stu- uted to the dorms, commuter ser- been handled responsibly at events 
dent safety. vices and off-campus houses the in the past, having alcohol there 
"Obviously, we are trying to Monday after break, March 8. would always be an option. Also, 
keep the safety of the students in Smith also acknowledged that the Homecoming Dance would 
mind first and foremost. We cer- this action may just encourage more probably still serve alcohol be-
tainly don't want to coddle our stu- binge drinking before the dance, cause the majority of the people 
dents, but at some point, we have and possibly more problems on the attending the event are over 21 
to be responsible as well," he said. buses transporting students to Mu- years old. 
"We had to do something now be- sic Hall. "We are making this decision in 
fore someone gets hurt." "Chief Couch will be working [students'] best interests, but we 
Yungbluth's concern is that this to make sure people are in a condi- also want to promote a safe envi-
dance has already been planned and tion to even ride the buses; it's our ronment and them being good citi-
that people have already made con- responsibility to monitor this," said zens," said Smith. 
cessions regarding the Spring Smith. If students have any comments 
Dance. Administrators also discussed or concerns, questions may be di-
Ticket prices have not yet been hiring more security officers for the rected to Yungbluth at the SAC of-
decided for the dance. dance, suggesting they be placed fice, 745-2867. 
Police Notes 
emca ! rn s 11 liil : ! 
Wednesday,Feb. 17, 8:30 
a.m. - Physical Plant reported 
someone causing damage to two 
shrubs near Schott Hall by driv-
ing up on to the curb and 
through the grass. No suspect 
has·been identified. 
Wednesday, Feb. 17, 1 o 
p.m. - A student reported her 
wallet was stolen after leaving 
it unattended on a table in the Mus-
keteer Inn from 9:30 to 9:40 p.m. 
No suspect has been identified. 
Friday, Feb. 19, 3 a.m. - A 
student was transported to the emer-
gency room at Good Samaritan 
Hospital after consuming a large 
quantity of alcohol. The student 
wasfound posessing a fake ID and 
was cited by campus police for un-
derage consumption of alcohol. 
The student will face further inter-
nal disciplinary charges. 
Friday, Feb. 19, 7:33 a.m.-
Campus police found two cars with 
broken passenger side windows 
parked in the Cohen Lot. Nothing 
was reported stolen from either of 
the vehicles and no suspect has 
been identified. 
Monday, Feb. 22, 10:30 a.m. 
- Physical Plant reported someone 
spray-painted.grafitti in the men's 
restroom on the ground floor of the 
University Center. No suspect has 
been identified. 
BY KATIE SUMMERS 
·News Writer 
As the countdown to Spring 
Break draws to a close, students at 
XU are finalizing travel plans and 
preparing for a week-long hiatus 
from the monotony of classes. 
With the majority of students 
leaving campus for the week, plans 
include everything from skiing and 
• swimming, to spending leisure 
time with family and friends. 
"I'm excited about seeing 
people back home," said Colum-
bus native and sophomore Jen 
Zimmerman. "With everyone's 
busy schedules, its been hard to 
keep in touch with a lot of my 
friends. I'm looking forward to be-
ing brought back up to speed." 
With students traveling as far 
away as Texas and the Bahamas, 
travel arrangements are varied. 
Some vacationers plan on flying, 
while others are relying on cars, 
buses and trains. 
"My friends and I are driving the 
twenty-four hours down to Key 
West, Florida," said senior Mark 
Bliss. "Getting there is definitely 
not going to be fun, but I plan on 
making up for it once we arrive." 
Spring Break also allows stu-
dents at Xavier the opportunity to 
try new and exciting things. 
Police Note 
of the week 
Friday, Feb~ 19, 11 
a.m. - A student was cited 
for destruction of univer-
sity property when they at-
tempted to drive away with 
a wheel lock attached to the 
car. The student will face 
internal disciplinary 
charges. 
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Guess Who's· 40? 
. . . 
Happy 40th. Birt~day, Chief! 
Motherless.Daughters -
A. Support Group 
Did you lose your mother before your .. 
18th birthday? If you are 30 years old or 
younger this group is for you .. Call _Nina 
'_ T~lley, USY\f,]~l-3346,Jor infqrmation .. 
. • . : . . . This group Is free. · 
Sponsored by Cancer Family Care. 
Funded by Speaking of Women's /-lea/th. 
Need Ext 
~ ..... ',_._;A·_·_··:-_-···--·.-... :'_-~-_·· -__ 1_._-_-~ -- _--_--.· ____ .. _·_. 
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THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Internship leads sttidel1t to miriistry 
; . . . • . ..• I ' ' • • ' . 
LORAINE CROUCH 
News Feature Editor 
Junior Nancy McDonald's· in-
ternship at a local TV station made 
, her realize she did not belong in the 
media, and it also stirred something 
she had been running away from -
her call to ministry. 
. Once eager for a media career, 
McDonald has decided to double 
major in communications and the-
.()10 gy. She plans to pursue a 
master's of divinity in the hopes of 
bec.oming a Unitarian Universalist 
minister. 
"T.he lifestyle was too hectic," 
McDonald said of her internship. "I 
would come home f~om'.work re-
ally stressed a~d up~et, completely ' 
on edge," she said. 
"A career in the media wasn't 
going to allow me to ask the bigger 
. questions about God arid peopfo. 
My talents would be better used 
working one-on~one with pe9ple .. 
and their problems," she said. 
Spirituality has always been a 
part of McDonald's life. Her fam-
ily is Catholic, and her dad is the 
principal of a Catholic grade school. 
As a child, she often visited a 
nearby convent.with her father. 
Even then, McDonald said, "I 
was overcome with all the peace-
fulness. The idea that I devote my 
life to spiritual growth was always 
there." 
As she got older, she said she ran · 
NEWSWIRE PHOTO .lrf. ERiN MOONEY' 
Junior Nancy McDonald 
didn't belong," McDonald said. 
As her interest in ministry grew, 
McDonald began questioning her 
place in the Catholic Church. Al~ 
though a practicing Catholic for 18 
years, she experienced a conflict 
· between her call to ministry and the 
Catholic Church's prohibition on 
the ordination of women.' 
She had gone .on. a two-week 
vocational retre~tat a convent after; 
her freshman year. The retreat was 
designed to help participants decide 
if convent life was right for them. 
Although at the time, McDonald 
,·.decided to stick with the media, her 
time with.the sisters influenced her 
more later on .. 
' ' 
away from the. idea. She had no, . ".I was awed by their holiness," 
inclination to become a theology McDonald said. But, one nagging 
major, much less a minister, when question kept popping into her 
she first came to Xavier. mind "- Why can '.t these women 
The internship made her re-ex- be priests? 
amine her goals. "I realized I was In his 1994 Apostolic Letter 
trying to form my life. on a path I Ordinatio Sacerdotalis (On Reserv-
ing Priestly Ordination to Men for the Unitarian Universalists, who 
Alone), Pope Johll Paul II eJ(.plaine<l' · hold no official creeds.·-_ Members 
that Christ, in choos.ing his 12 . are ~nc~ur~ged 'to s~ek:religiOus 
Apostles, laid the foundation for the ' truth personally in a supportive 
men-only priesthood; · .. ·.···· · ·.·•. . .community. > ., ·~ ·· • 
The pope refutecl t~e argument Indepe1,1dent c_ongregations be~ 
that Jesus chose meni because of.·. long to. the Unit11Iian Universalist' 
social mores by maintaining that Association (UUA), but t_here is no 
many of Jesus'actfons.were iri fact· churchhierarchyor~e11tral author-
defiant of cultural norms. The pon- ity. The tradition draws from a va-
tiffdeclared that the Church, in fol- riety of sources including Christian, 
lowing Christ, has no authority to Jewish and Eastern, and many other 
ordain women. religious texts and traditions. 
"If I had to stay in the Catholic McDonald attends services at 
Church," McDonald said, "I would the North Hills Fellowship in Wyo-
have had to have given up my call ming. Services consist of sharing 
to the kind of ministry I want to do." "joys" and "sorrows," in which 
In addition to feeling limited, members discuss things going on 
McDonald had some problems with in their lives, songs, a sermon and 
the Church's teaching on issues like an open discussion afterwards. 
homosexuality and birth control "The point of the service is to 
which she could accept as a parish- bring together the talents, the ques-
ioner, but not as a lay minister. tions and the faith of the commu-
In search of a church that would nity," said McDonald. 
not only ordain women but would "We not only internalize the ser-
als~ be open to some of her other mon, but we dialogue a,bout it," she 
questions, McDonald found Unitar- said. · · ' ·· . : ... ;;ii;· •. , 
fan Universalism, which she de- According to"Mcb'onald, many 
scribed as a faith based on, but not have miscoriceptiOiis' about what 
limited to, Christian principles. Unitarian Universalism is, namely 
, Unitarian ·universalism came that it is an "anything goes" reli-
about in 1961~ when the u·nitarians giori.' "We don't agree with that 
(1825) and the Universalists (1793) which discriminates, limits or 
merged. harms anyone," said McDonald. 
The history, he>wever, go'es back . ·.·~we support toleration of every~ 
not so much what you believe, but 
. how you live." · . 
:·'.'We are mqre about deeds than 
creeds,;'. Huchins' said. "We encour-
age the bestof human beha.vior." 
. Although there is 'rio treed or. 
doctrine to ,whi~h members must 
subscribe, the UUA has created a 
set of' principles an4 purpose that 
defines what the church affirms and• 
promotes. Justice, equity and the 
free and responsible search for truth 
and meaning are among the prin-
ciples set forth. 
Although McDonald's family 
did not support her decision to con-· 
vert at first, attdnding a service with• 
her changed their minds. · 
During the ''.joys" and "sorrows" 
part of the service, McDonald's fa-
ther stood up and explained how 
upset he had been when he found 
out his daughter had joined this . 
"radical religion." Being there and 
seeing the holiness and the sharing' 
of the people, he felt confident she· 
had found a good place to grow .. 
With one more year left at. 
Xavier, McDonald is already look-
ing at gra9uate divinity programs. 
With a master's, she will then go 
through an.interviewing and appli-; 
cation process with the UUA. They; 
w'ifi determine whether or not she 
is prepar~d.to minister to the com-· 
munity. If they decide she is rea~y,: 
McDonald must wait for a corigre-
gatiori, .to call her. The congrega-. 
· .tion, .not the .UUA, would then or-
.., "··. ·:.! 
much further. About 400 years ago,, · thingthat upholds or uplifts human 
a radical wingoftheProtestantRef~' • dignity .. We don't agree with ev- ··· 
ormation believed Jesus' teachings ;,erything. People have to maintain 
should be followed, but 'he should;'. the ability to pass judgment on 
not be worshipped as a God (Unity . . something that is morally unaccept- . dain her. 
rather than Trinityj. able," she said ... :~· "She has a real interest in theo-
While not all Unitarian Univer- . How one tre.ats others is a cen- • 'logical discussion and a passion 
salists subscribe to that particular trafpah of Unitarian Universalism, ·about her beliefs which I think is 
interpretation of Jesus, this liberal accordingtoNorthHilis'Fell~wship important to be a good minister," 
movement sowed the early seeds minister Rev. Morris Huch ins. It is Huchins said. 
I'•; 
Tile fir$t··C;:hapter .. 
·Of:yOur . 
su.ccess story._ 
To get' ~head, go with ;he leader. Call K~pla~. the t~st prep experts, 
end find out how. to make It happef'!. With 60 years of proven 
success getting students Into the schools of their choice, we're 
the #1.name In test prep. Classes are filling up fast; so call today. 
CASH. IN .. ON;.GOOD GRADES. . ' ' . . . . CALL1·800· 
K&P:TE$T .. · 
'':" 
'' " ..~.. . 
If you're a freshman or 
sophomore with g9od. 
grades,apply now for·a 
three-year or two-year 
scholarship from Army:' 
·· ROTCo:Army ROTC 
scholarships pay 
.,1'' 
tuition, most.books and 
fees, plus $150 per school 
. month. They also pay off 
with leadership experi-




. THE SMARTEST· COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE 
For details, visitSLBarbaraHall or call 
7,45-1062 .·• ' 
.,.·.-- .. :'.' ... : .... :( .. ·. 
'.' 
'.· ... : 
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Mqyi~goer~,:~llliss beloved critic, Gel1e Sisk.el 
,." :· ... :.-. ., ·r:.~·?:.· ·, ., ,- ... , 
·.. BY RICK .KOGAN The· shoW must go on? 
·· -· · Knight-Ridder Newspapers · 
·: CHICAGO-Movie columnist 
Gene Siskef was in love ~ith words 
and movies. B.µ(it ;Yf a~ •a)J unlikely 
and ever-col1tentiou"Stelevision re~ 
fationship · ~ith ri~ai Roger Ebert 
that changed the. wayA.~erica 
looked.at movies and propelled him. 
into a realm of success, fame and 
unprecedented critical influence. 
A fierce and ambitious competi-
tor, devoted husband and father, 
Siskel over the last 10 months 
waged a stre,nu'ous and relatively 
quiet. battle. agatnst ·.complications . . PHOTO BY CHRIS WALKER - KRT 
that arose after a growth was re- Gene Siske I (left) and Robert Ebert (right) at a banquet honoring 
moved from his brainlast May; The the movie critics on Feb .. 1, 1995. · · 
battle ended Saturday, when the 53~ recalled. "The separation from the' . family. It's the sustaining pleasure 
year-al~ critic died. · . ·· motlier was terrifying to me. And of my life." 
Togeth.er S_iskel and Ebert also D~mbo's flying. It was like my But he' liked to work and never 
helped shape not only the way in whole ego was riding right on his contemplated slowing down. 
which we looked at movies but also trunk when he had to fly and be- "I still have my enthusiasm for 
the way people talked about them. lieve in that mouse. I felt that I had the job, and you can't fake enthusi-
Before they came along, movie big ears and !think most people feel asm," Siske! told a reporter in 1995. 
criticism was a relatively rarefied that they. have big· ear.s stashed "My. fantasy is that in another 40 
realm, opinions delivered coolly by somewhere in their life." years Roger and I will be in wheel-
ink on paper. "SomepeoplethoughtGenewas chairs and we'll have attendant 
Whattheydid on televisi()n was, an interloper," Weigel said. "But it . nur,ses and we'll do the show." . 
in a sense, what every couple did was never a problem;'lt was fu~ to .· On the morning of his death, 
after leaving .a movie theater: They have him there. I always liked be- Siskel's wife received a bound book 
offered opinions in sharp, concise, ing with Gerie." .... . ... ,. from Buena Vista Television con-
funny and oftenargu·mentative. . ''And I'lltell you something else, taining the first 5,000 of many thou-
fashion, In short, they were a tele- . Gene was the most fiercely com- sands of e~mails received after that 
vision version o,f all moyi~goers, petitive person I've ever known, announcement. · 
just smarter and more knowledge- more so even than.Michael Jordan," Saturday· evenirig, for :the first 
able. · · said Weigel. . ... . tiine, there was· another person, ' 
. , "Gene was' a friend ancl a ~ol- Siskei was surprislngly self-ef- Washington Post' .TV critic Tom 
league, but most of all, a gentleman facing abqut, his work habits: Shales, sitting ~cross the' aisle from 
of the first order," said' Howard "I do nc>'t vie~ myself as. a Ebert on TV. 
Tyner, vice president and editor of workaholic but as basically lazy," "The show will never 'be the 
the Chicago Tribune. . he said. "I don't have the greatest same without him, but I think·the 
· ··"The movie·· with the strongest work habits: I'm ncifa ~atural, Itke show will continue," Ebert said~ '"I 
emotional pullof;my you~h·~ and '[Ebert].' I'm more of a plug:ger. I thfok it'wasimportaht t6Gene that 
it has fo 'do with my psychological . have' ·a-set of respcinsibilitie~ that this was'the onlf serimis 'fllm criti-
hisfory"- w~s 'Dumb'O',"' Siske! Roger doesn'thave, and'that's my cismon television.;,· :' 
. ~ ... 
:-, 3 
' ~ ; 
', ·'' 
BY STEVE JOHNSON 
Knight-Ridder Newspapers 
Roger Ebert has already said 
· the film-focused TV show he 
and.Gene Siske! rode to unlikely 
fame and infll!ence is apt to con-
tiime. Siske!, he said, would have 
wanted what they built to live on. 
The argument carries some 
weight, even when you factor in 
that a lot 'of Ebert's money, 
power and prestige are· also at 
stak.e. But actually imagining' 
what might take the pface of 
"Siske! & Ebert" is an exercise 
in bad second choices. 
The shtick might stay the 
same, but proof came almost 
immediately that it will inevita-
bly be something less and some-
thing jarring. The day he died, 
Saturday, came the first "Siske! 
& Ebert" episode to have· been 
taped (during Siskel's recently 
announced health~related hiatus) 
with a substitute, Washington 
Post TV critic arid NPR film re-
viewer Tom Shales. The body 
images were all wrong, of 
course; there is no "skinny one" 
when Shales and Ebert get to-
gether. 
But more significantly, it felt 
like a calculated business deci-
sion - the show must go' on, and 
Shales is one of the few other 
critics with some national name 
recognition .:..:__ rather than the 
happy happenstance that gave 
the Siskd and Ebert pairing'fis 
charm. · : ,., · · 
Proof't,hat ,the Chicago duo 
was more than just two gu'ys 
with opinionated opposah,le dig-
Free··Concert'Tickets!- · · ..... Three ways to beat .. · . 
· th.e;·.hi.sh cost of college. World-class. Cincinnati· Syrnphony · Orches·-
tra seeks'customer service representatives. 
for-single and subscription ticket sales; 
Exciting, frie6.diy ~nd musicalatrJiosphere. 
• Permanent part-time position· · 
• 20.hours·per week 
• Flexible schedule. . . . . 
. · ·•.Beginning pay $7 per hou~. Paid training. 
• Free tickets for each CSO and Pops concert 
• ~ree parking 
Call Amy or Naomi at 381-3300, Monday-
: Frid~y, ;1 o a.m.-6 p_~m. 
tl :. 
Walk With Tile A~imals 
XU SOTA is having a .. 
1. ·1111 Atontsomery Gi am 
2. Stud,ent. loan repayment. 
. 3. Part·time income 
.· · ' . '!lie AmlY Reser\re Alte~ate Thllning Program is a smartwayro pay. 
for college. . · · · · ·. · · · · 
First, if yo~ qualify; the.Montgomery GI Bill can provide you with over 
$7,000for current college expenses or approved vo/tech training.-
Second, if you have-or obtain-a qualified student loan not in defuult, 
you may get it paid off atthe rate of 15% per year or$1,500, whichever is greater, 
uptoamaximumof$10,000.Selectedmilitaryskillscandoublethatmaxiinuin.· 
. · . · Third, ypu can earn part-time money in college, and here's howit'Works: 
One summer you talce Basic Training, and the nextsummeryou receiVe skill 
. training at an Anny school.You11 earn over $1,600for Basic and everi'more for 
skill training. Then you11 attend monthly meetings at an Anny Resetveunit 
near your college, usually one weekend a month plus two weeks a year. You'll. 
be paid over $107 a weekend tO start It's worth thinking about Give us a call: 
. . . ·;_ ..... (51'3)731-4400 .. 
· BEALLYOU CAN BE: 
ARMY.' RESERVE ... ~ : 
''( · .www.goarmy.com 
'\, ·, i· 
its came iri their frequent public 
. appearances away from the fa-
miliar turf of movies. 
Movies gave the two com-
mon gro_und and their viewers a 
glamorous reason to pay atten-
tion to these unglamorous men. 
They were trim and chunky, Tri-
bune and Sun-Times, edge-of~ 
the~seat and leaning-back-in-it. 
They agreed' on film preserva-
tion, on using their bully pulpit 
to champion overlooked movies, 
and on, more films thari they dis-
agreed on. 
But they built their disagree- · 
ments and rivalry into a dramatic 
tension, a story 'thread 'viewers · 
could follow over and around the 
business of judgingfor them-
selves which'movie to see. 
When people recruited other 
print critics or TV personalities 
to copy the "Siske! & Ebert" for-
mat, they quickly found out that 
the hook was not in two smart 
people talking about movies, but 
in Gene Siske! arid Roger Ebert 
doing so. 
Th.e show next week will be 
a tribute to Siske! and will cer-
tainly' be wcirth watching. Ebert 
is a sensitive observer and su-
perb writer, and you can expect 
his: heart and soul to•be in it. 
It is likely, however, that there 
will continue to be· a nationally 
syndicated television show in 
which Roger Ebert talks about 
movies~ 
ID America, people tend not 
to walk away·from a program. 






Live with British 
students ~fu the 
center of Oxford 
as an Associate Student 
·of an Oxford college at 
· an affordable price . 
. $8,250 a semester. 
Tuition, Housing, 
Meals included: 
Summe,r term option 
· ... Oxford Study 
.AbroadProgranune 
33-35 George Street 
Oxfor~. OX12AY England 
Telephone and Facsimile: 
01144 1865 798738 
E~ni:iil: 
osap@osap;demon.co:uk 
I Walk~a.:thon at the Cin:. 
cinnati Zoo on Mar~h 2l. 
frotn 9.a.n1.-il.a.~~-·to .... 
benefitthe Hayes Elemen~ 
tary OT Program'and · ' 
.students going to the···. 
\J.i.;· . ': :·1 1: .. ,: 










24...,hlllpDne . . . 
321-3100 I If you· would be interested in walking or would like to 
don~te; pfo~se contact' . . ' 
Linda @:943-1416 or Kate 
@x804_8. ... .· 
· In :tHe''Age of Lasers, ' ·· • 
· Eled:rolysis ·is still your Best Bet! 
Gayle Kuppin 
Liccn,;;ed by Medical Board 
2151 Victory Pkwy 
221-8.942 
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SGA needs goals. 
'
his week, the student body 
chooses an executive team 
to lead student government 
(SGA). The Ne.wswire hopes the 
new executives will capably 
assess and addre~s stude~t 
needs, thereby becoming 
relevant and effective advocates 
for students' concerns. The two. 
tickets kicked around a number 
of new ideas, but now it's time 
to get to work. 
First and foremost, the new . 
SGA exec~tives sho~idjettison 
financial sponsorship ot' the 
Shuttle program, a ll!llllllllllllllllBllllBll 
program now. 
jointly financed 
with Xavier Police. 
Xavier could secure corporate 
sponsorship of the program, or . 
in lieu of corporate sponsorship, 
the administration should take 
full financial responsibility for 
the Shuttle p~ogram. It is now 
an indispensible component of 
Xavier's overall c:ommiiment to. 
ensure students' safety on and 
off campus. 
Cutting this commitment 
would free up more than 
$20,000 a year - m~ney that. 
could go to clubs. For the '98- · 
'99 .school year, SGA had only 
$110,000 available for student-
clubs. Anyone familiar with the 
way club funding works knows 
how frustrating the process is 
and how little money most clubs 
receive. 
The Shuttle program has 
been a great success for SGA 
and proves that student govern-
ment can enact real change in 
students' lives. While expand-
ing the program to add a third 
shuttle would benefit students if 
it provided transportation to 
Sherman fields for intramural 
competitions, our new execu-
tives should not focus solely on 
expanding the Shuttle program. 
The proposal for a peer 
counseling hotline .is something 
we don't ne~d. Freshmen . 
already have upperclass peer 
advisers. On-campus stl1dents 
have RAs. There are priests, 
religious and members of · 
Campus Ministry to talk to,. 
Everyone has 
access to Health 
and Counseling, 
and; of course, , 
Dana's offer!; a,;.vhole lot of peer 
interaction. 
Students do need SGA to 
advocate for us, but .with limited 
resources, SGA ~eeds io choose 
its battles carefully. Students 
need better lighting between 
Cohen parkinglots and the heart 
of campus. ·w~ need extended 
doctor's hours at Health and 
Counseling. We need improved 
computer support so server 
crashes and computer errors are 
¢.brrecte,d quickly. · · 
·.·. Whether. these are the 
specific issues SGA chooses to 
address is less important than 
that it addresses issues at all. 
SGA needs to focus on its role 
in students' lives. What students 
need is an aggressive advocate 
so immediate needs are not lost · 
~mid the demands of Xavier's 
many future-oriented projects. 
-M.W.M. & C.A.E. 
for The Newswire staff 
>-Opinions Desk: 745-3122 >-E-mail: 0P1N10Ns@xavier.xu.edu 
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Drug 18w biased and misguided 
BY CA~OLINE PURTELL 
Guest (;olumnist 
Recently.in ap,att~mpt to curb 
drug abuse among teenag~rs, the 
.federal government has signed into 
'law a provis_ion th~t is anything but 
effective. Congress has. approved 
a bill called the HEA, or ~igher 
Education Act, which denies col-
lege financial aid to anyone, with a 
conv.iction for a drug~related of-
fense. 
Jm·not talking about·blindly handing over 
' ' . : . ·.' ,· . 
money to. convicted drug felons withou~ 
stipielations, be't;ause, quite frankly, financial 
aid is a privilege,. not a right. 
The a.men~ment to this .bill 
states: "An individual student who 
has been convicted of any offense 
under any Federal or State law in-
volving the possession or sale of a 
controlled substance shall not be 
eligible to receive any [federal] 
grant, loan,. or work assistance." 
Doesn't this new law contradict the 
goal of the '.'wa(otj drugs," by de-
nying education to those who need 
it the most? 
First, the HEA presents a clear 
ec.onomic bias. This loss ofaid will 
mostly affect people in the low and 
middle classes who cannot afford a 
college education: without some 
type of loan'. , Wealthy ,and upper 
ciass teenagers will suffer less, or 
not at all, because they are not de-
, pendent.on financial aid •. This law 
·limits teenagers fromfow-income 
famili~s. arid it diminishes higher 
j .!..-; 
education into a question of who 
has the most money, not who could 
best beµefit frorri an education. ' 
This law also .denies drug of-
fenders the opportunity for reform 
and rehabilitation. These people 
· have already served their punish~ . 
ment. Presumably, these would~be . 
students who are denied aid are 'not 
presently users. They are people 
who have served their sentence and 
· are seeking new and productive 
··ways to better their lives. 
At present, there ·are no similar 
aid restrictions for convicted felons 
of violent crime, only Don-violent. 
This means someone convicted of 
assault has a better chance for a 
college education than a past drug 
user. If this act discriminates 
. against only· certain felons, woul~ 
not non-violent convicts be better 
candidates for reform and education 
anyway? 
I'm not tal~ing about,biindly 
handing over ri-ioney to· convicted 
drug felons without sdpulatioris, 
because, quite frankly, financial aid 
is a privilege, not a right. I am, how-
ever, suggesting drug offenders be 
given the opportunity to empower 
themselves through educ.ation. 
How long should they be punished? 
By denying convicted drug fel-
ons financial aid, we ~re continu-
ing to support the problem .. Gov-
ernor Buddy MacKay;s office has 
criticized this law, stating that, 
"Drug use, for children, is a prob-
lem, but taking away their tools for 
education and becoming better citi-
zens does not solve it." 
If education is considered the 
key to reform, then how can we 
partieipate in a war on drugs when 
the government takes away the most 
effective ammunition? 
L ET T E R T 0 T H E E D I T 0 R -
··End poor attendance at sporting events 
•After attending the Xavier v.s. Xavier sfodent fans once again 
. Duquesne men's basketball showed up in lightnumb~rs.: Not 
... •··.game at the Gardens, I became an- as pathetic a showing as Duquesne, 
. gered when, from courtside, I but nowhere' near fifli11g the , 
looked up into the crowd of over . courtside seats ori.both ends of the 
9,000andonlysawoneareaofseats floor. Of course, when fierce rival 
that wasn't at least half way full. Temple came calling, tl{ere wa~ 
Sadly enough, it was the area clos- nary a seat available. Having" 
est to the court - the student sec- gn1duated from Xavier less than a 
· tion. If there were 100 stud~nts (not year ago, I know the smaller sports .. 
counting the band)' in attendance, suffer even. worse student atten- . 
I'd have been surprised. I gave the dance than basketball does. What's:: 
student fans the benefit of a doubt, the solution_to this problerri? 'Easy. 
taking into account the Dukes are I encourage the ticket office at; 
the A~ 1.0~s worst team, and not · Xavierto take into account the stu-' 
likely fo pose much of a threat to -, ci~nt apathy atth.e Gardens.' ··· 
1 the Muskies. . . . . .· . . . ·. Jusf t.,y~ years. Jroin now· 
' ' How·e~er, iifter la~t' Tuesday's .Awaybe) Xavier;. wm pl~y i'ti 'the' 
showing yers~s LaSalle, ateam ·· .. Cintas,Center. Seats atlhe Center· 
wh.o. defeate~ • Xav\er this·. se_as~µ,' will be at a premium when it opens. 
Why should Xavier set aside tick-
ets for.fans whq won 'f show up? 
Thirik abbut it. ' · · 
The Musketeers are your team, 
Xavier students, and I know the stu-
dents who attend every game are the 
most rabid Muskie fans of an: Don't 
give Xavier the opportunity to make 
more. money off your apathy. 
They'll take your s~ats and the ex-
citement ofwatching y~mr peers 
excel. If you look at the top teams 
in the country, those teams all share 
a common thread,; their fans are as 
excited about their teamas they are. 
The foundation is there on the court, 
but there's, rebuilding' to do in the 
: ' ' ' ' ' t.' : '. ' " ' 
student section. . . . · , 
,-~()_rr(DeCorte 
Class of '98 
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NEWSWIRE TALK-
WHAT do you plan to do for Spring Break? 
"I'm not telling "I'm going to "Engineer the "I would finish "Liberate the old "Star in a low-
you and ifl don't attempt to score takeover of a my long overdue Musketeer statue budget film: 
come back, don't with the UMass small, third world papers, but I' II be from the depths of 'Sarah does 
call my mom." cheerleaders at the nation, in which I in Jamaica, living the Rainbo Cincinnati.' " 
A-10 tournament will institute my on Red Stripe." Building with 
-Lauren Mosko in Philadelphia." own reign of Kyle Allen." -Sarah Kelley 
Diversions Editor terror." -Kara Benken Campus News 
-Matt Madges Managing Editor -Chad Editor 
Asst. Sports -Matt Barber Engelland 
Editor Sports Editor Editor-in-Chief 
LETTERS TO TH E EDITOR-
Residents make Cohen parking sparse 
I am writing in response to the Feb. 17 Newswire article regard-
ing the closing of Herald Avenue 
parking. 
Specifically, I take issue with 
Commuter Services Coordinator 
Dave Tra.ubert's comment that 
"commuter students really should 
. be using the Cohen lot." 
Sorry, Mr. Tratibert, but I have 
. to .agree with Chief Couch when. 
he says~ "the majority 'of these 
parking spaces are ocqupied by ... · 
dorm residents." 
Chances are slim to none that 
commuters occupy any of the 
spaces on Herald. After commut- . 
ing for three years, I can count on 
one hand the number of times I've 
managed to park on the street on 
a weekday. 
We are using Cohen, particu-
larly the latter half, because I guar~ 
antee that at least the first third of 
Cohen spaces are occupied by 
residents, many of whom, as Chief, 
Couch suggests, "leave their Cflr~ 
in. the same location for days." · 
And now that Herald parking 
is closing, I would like to suggest 
Xavier develop some form of 
long-term parking, possibly in the 
back of the Cohen lot, for those 
residents who possess cars solely 
for the purpose of going home for 
weekends and holidays. 
I'm not sure ~ow, or even if this 
could be implemented, but stu-
dents who.abandon their cars for 
days and weeks at a time should 
forego the preferential parking in 
favor of those ,who come and go 
on a daily basis. · 
-Jessica Ballew 
Junior 
Don't destroy neighborhood 
Ille are writing this letter in .re-
ft sponse to an ever growmg 
problem in the neighborhood of 
North Avondale. We were not told 
to write this letter, nor are we try-
ing to earn any credit for doing so. 
We are writing because the 
problem at hand is becoming se-
rious. The fifteen of us knew 
when we rented this house we 
would have gatherings. We 
thought when people came over 
we would play some music and 
have a good time. 
We also knew we would prob-
ably get in trouble for some of these 
gatherings. We are too intelligent 
to believe our actions would go un-
noticed. However, we did not ex-
pect the problem to be something 
we could not control. 
The problem with throwing a 
party isn't the noise, the cleanli-
ness of the house or even the au-
thorities showing up. We are big 
boys and can handle those prob-
lems. 
The big problem occurs when 
people leave the party and destroy 
the neighborhood. When I say 
destroy, I mean it in the literal 
sense. Aside from the regular . 
trash, trees have been uprooted, 
signs taken out of the ground, 
mailboxes overturned, shrubs de-
stroyed, and even a gas light street 
lamp destroyed. 
These are serious offenses, and 
when these things happen, some-
one takes the blame. More often 
than not, it has been the people 
throwing the party. 




lamps, trash cans 
or trees? 
Yes, we have gatherings. Yes, we 
turn the music up, and yes, we are 
loud neighbors. However, we do 
not destroy our own neighbor-
hood. 
People here need to be more 
responsible. We're not saying 
don't drink, don't have fun and 
don't come around. We are say-
ing be responsible. Don't destroy 
a neighborhood. 
The young men of this house 
are leaving it next year. However, 
our departure will not solve this 
problem. Parties have occurred at 
Xavier since it's inception. 
However, if these parties are to 
continue, people must become 
more responsible. We can assure 
you, the fines and the penalties 
will add up and eventually there 
will be no more parties. 
To continue a tradition, act re-
sponsibly. Put simply, if people 
When people arrive at college, 
they claim to be young adults and 
wish to be treated as such. How 
can people ask for these privileges 
when they cannot act appropri-
ately at parties? 
When you leave a party, do so 
quietly. What kind of "high" 
comes from knocking down street 
lamps, trash cans or trees? Cer-
tainly we are not trying to be your 
parents here; you are adults, and 
as adults you need to be more con-
scientious of the neighborhood 
around you. 
In closing, we would like to 
apologize to any of our neighbors 
reading this. We understand we 
are probably difficult to live with. 
We are taking aims to become 
better neighbors. 
To any students who attend any 
gathering off campus, be respon-
sible, courteous and Civil. The 
young men of 922 Marion can 
handle the neighbors, police and 
campus officials. We are grown 
ups and are asking you to act simi-
larly. 
- John Malgieri 
for residents of 922 Marion Ave. 
"I'll be Sarah's "I'm going to visit "I'll be working 'Tm going back 
acting coach. Just my bitch in the on my career as a to Paducah: the 
because it's low- state pen." sultry lounge word of the week 
budget doesn't singer." is J-0-B. After 
mean it shouldn't -Jake all, no romance 
be done right." Newswire Mascot -Loraine without finance." 
Crouch 
-Mark McDonald News Features -Jonathan 
Opinions & Editor Mosko 
Editorials Editor Asst. Div. Editor 
-RANT-
The media loves morons 
BY ERIN NEVIUS 
Opinions & Editorials Writer 
Let's face it - the world we 
live in is far from perfect. Every 
day there are people who go with-
out food, the atom bomb is discov-
you please go back to that story 
about the United States bombing Rus-
sia? Point is, the media has trouble fo-
cusing on the important news when a 
good old-fashioned sex scandal hits the 
press. 
And, unfortunately, we're still re-
covering from a big one. This 
ered by an underprivileged country 
with a borderline insane ruler and some-
one iri front of me on the highway leaves 
their turn signal on for at least ten miles. 
Do they not hear the ticking? 
whole Clinton-Lewinsky thing 
deserves headlines only in news-
papers also covering the appear-
ance of Elvis to several Seven-
Eleven owners in Tennessee. 
Anyway, there is something we all 
live with on a daily basis that, well, 
pisses us off. Currently, my pet peeve 
has been the media. 
Realistically speaking, we can-
not chose a leader based on his 
or her sexual history. If that 
were the case, Wilt Chamberlin 
would be our president and the Somehow, at the sight of every small 
town fire or tornado, the anchorperson 
they send to cover the breaking story 
seems to interview the witness who 
can form the least coherent sen-
tences. It's like they have a con-
Senate would be populated by 
various eighteen-year-old males, 
the girl who went to my high school 
who always wore fishnets and leather 
and a good portion of the NBA. 
test before the show goes on the 
air to see which witness has the 
least of his or her original teeth, 
then interview the winner. 
You can't tell me that no one 
who witnessed the featured fire or 
other mishap graduated from 
fourth grade and isn't named 
Cleitus. Anyone sporting overalls, 
a John Deere hat, coal dust and a 
whiskey-shaped brown paper bag 
will most likely be seen describing 
his alien abduction and anal probe 
on PBS the following night. 
I just think there has to be some-
thing more relevant to our lives going 
on out there than the brothel in the 
Oval Office. As long as Clinton is run-
ning the country halfway decently, he 
can sleep with any impressionable in-
tern he so desires, for all I care. It's 
absolutely none of my business. I 
don't think Clinton's affair with 
Lewinsky terribly influenced the 
way he runs our country. If it did, 
we'd all be wearing ugly berets. 
But there is one media fallibility 
that surpasses even the interrogation 
of inbreds. Do you recall anyone by 
the name of Joey Buttafucco or John 
Wayne Bobbitt? Unless you haven't 
turned on a television or opened a news-
paper since Carter was in office, my 
guess is you do. Know why? They 
got too much coverage! 
At any rate, when my genera-
tion rules the woTld, things will be 
different. The president will only 
have to concentrate on the wel-
fare of our country, and not 
worry a.bout incriminating 
stained dresses, We will inter-
view doctors at disaster scenes, 
instead of cross-eyed miners. 
At a judicial review board hear-
. ing, we were told of these prob-
lems and even blamed for them. 
· wish_ to continue going to parties 
we must be' courteous to our 
neighbors by not destroying their 
neighborhood. 
'I'',',' '1'' 
Yeah, I'm sure that was very 
. painful for Mr. Bobbitt, but could 
And there will be instant ejection 
from your vehicle if you leave the 
turn signal on for over a mile . 
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s eniors Lenny Brown, Gary Lumpkin and James Posey c.ame to Xavier four years ago with little hype sur-
rounding them on their arrival. Big 
schools did not recruit the "Three 
Musketeers:' but Xavier gave the trio 
a chance. 
Over their four-year career, the 
three seniors have scored 4,399 com-
bined points and have led Xavier to 
two NCAA appearances, an Atlantic 
10 Tournament Championship and 
two A-10 West Division titles, with 
this season's accomplishments still 
to be decided. The "Three Muske-
teers" accomplished all of this 
through hard work, determination 
and an unselfish team attitude. 
Tonight, as the three play their last 
game in the Cincinnati Gardens, 
none will be celebrated as the great-
est ever to play for Xavier. Together, 
however, the trio will be honored as 
. one of the best Musketeer recruiting 
classes ever. 
The "Three Musketeers" might 
not have been recruited by the big 
schools, but they have transformed 
Xavier into a nationally ranked team 
that can consistently compete with 
the nation's best. The trio has helped 
to transform this small-sized institu-
tion into a basketball program with 
a "big school" reputation. 
DOUBTED IN THE A-10 
Throughout the trio'~ four years, 
they were doubted as to their accom-
plishments and ability to compete in 
the Atlantic 10. 
As freshmen, the "Three Muske-
teers" were told they probably 
couldn't compete in the A-10, XU's 
SPORTS SPECIAL THE XAVIER. NEWSWIRE 
A final farewell: -Seniors say g 
first year in the conference. The team 
went 8-8 and finished in third place 
in the West Division without Posey, 
who sat out the entire season for aca-
demic reasons. 
Then, during their sophomore 
year, the senior trio was told they 
might be able to compete in the con-
ference. The Musketeers blew the 
competition away. 
Xavier went 13-3 in conference 
play and won the West Division title 
by five games. The senior trio led 
the team to a 23-6 overall mark and a 
second round appearance in the 
NCAA Tournament. 
"From the beginning, we came in 
and made a statement from our fresh-
man year," said Lumpkin. "We lost a 
lot as freshmen, but after that, teams 
started to respect us and since then 
we have really been making a mark." 
Before their junior year, the 
"Three Musketeers" were told they 
could compete, but that it would take 
them a couple of years to win it all, 
the A-10 Tournament Championship. 
Once again, the team over-achieved 
by recording an 11-5 conference 
mark and tie for the West Division 
title. The Musketeers then went on 
to capture XU's first ever A-10 Cham-
pionship. 
Before this year, few were doubt-
ing the team's chances, but the 
season's success would rest solely on 
the seniors' shoulders. The loss of 
Torraye Braggs and T.J. Johnson, 
coupl6'd with the injury to fellow se-
ni6r Darnell Williams, was seen as 
detrimental to the team's chances. 
Once again, however, the "Three 
Musketeers" came through. With 
two games remaining, Xavier again 
sits atop the West Division with a 11-
3 conference mark while already 
clinching a bye in the AclO Tourna-
ment for the thirc~ straight year. 
"This is our fourth year in the 
league and our third year getting a 
bye:' said coach Skip Prosser. "I don't 
know. who else has gotten a bye the 
last three years, all three years. 
"I don't know who has won more 
A-10 games the last three years than · 
Xavier. I don't think there are very 
many teams who have. A large part 
of the reason that has happened is 
because of those guys (Brown, 
Lumpkin and Posey). I think that is 
going to be part of their legacy," he 
said. 
The Musketeers look to be in 
great position to compete for another 
A-10 Tournament Championship and 
the team also appears well on its way 
to its third consecutive NCAA Tour-
nament appearance. 
"(The three seniors) allowed us to 
go into the A-10, which was a move 
that people questioned whether we 
could succeed," said Prosser. "They 
have allowed us to not just go in there 
and survive, but go in and compete 
for championship!), three of their four 
years. Those gtiys have done an un-
believable job against one of the 
toughest leagues in the country." 
THREE DIFFERENT GUYS; ONE 
COMMON GOAL 
Brown, Lumpkin and Posey came 
to Xavier with drastically different 
backgrounds, personalities and styles 
of play, but the three were united with 
one common goal - winning. 
Over their four-year career, these-
nior trio has compiled a 77-37 over- Xavier seniors Gary Lumpkin (12), James Posey (center) and Lenny Brown (4) 
Past: Schmidt Fieldhouse Present: Cincinnati Garden: 
Today, it is one of the oldest gyms in America. Age exudes from its walls and rafters, while 
stale and musty smells permeate 
throughout. It holds 2,900, but rarely 
is packed to capacity. It is now just a 
place to practice. 
In 1927, it was home to a team 
that had been without one. It was a 
$325 ,000 structure, a generous gift 
· from a realtor. It was a high-class 
gym that was consistently filled to 
capacity. It was the realization of a 
dream. 
The men's basketball team no 
longer plays their home games at 
Schmidt Memorial Fieldhouse, hav-
ing moved to the Cincinnati Gar-
dens before the 1983-84 season. The 
success the team had in the 
Fieldhouse, however, cannot be for-
gotten. Dating from World War II, 
the men compiled a 326-129 (.716) 
record in the Fieldhouse. 
In 1927-28, Xavier's first season 
in the newly built Fieldhouse, the 
Musketeers finished 8-1 and dedi-
cated the building with a 29-25 vic-
tory over Cincinnati, the first meet-
ing ever between the crosstown ri-
vals. Some exaggerated accounts list 
that day's attendance as between 8-
10,000. 
The biggest win in the history of 
the Fieldhouse was also one of the 
most memorable upsets in Xavier bas-
ketball history. In February of 1956, 
PHOTO COURTESY OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
Schmidt Fieldhouse cost $325,000 when it was built in 1927. 
a boisterous crowd welcomed No. 2 
ranked Louisville to Schmidt. The 
Musketeers played 40 minutes of 
nearly flawless basketball and rolled 
to an unbelievable 99-59 victory. 
The Cardinals went on to win the 
1956 NIT Championship and fin-
ished 26-3. 
Although the men have only 
played one regular season game in 
the Fieldhouse since early in the. 
1983-84 season, the building still 
plays an integral part for Xavier as a 
uni,versity and for the men's team. 
The Fieldhouse is still home to 
XU volleyball matches and women's 
basketball games. The building also 
serves as a practice facility for both 
teams and contains a weight room 
that benefits all of Xavier's student 
athletes. 
Even though their games are held 
elsewhere, many of the present suc-
cess~s of the men's team can be at-
tributed to the Fieldhouse. Not only 
is Schmidt the primary practice fa-
cility for the men's team, but it is also 
the site of Midnight Madness, which 
kicks off the team's basketball sea-
sop each year. 
The Fieldhouse· has undergone 
major renovations in recent years, 
including the installation of a new 
playing floor and a new sound sys-
tem. Even with these recent addi-
tions and renovations, however, the 
building still possesses its ancient 
and classic feeling that make!? it a 
campus landmark and a symbol of 
how far Xavier basketball has come 
this century. 
Today, it is Xavier's home away from home. It may not be on campus and may not be ·a state-
of-the-art facility, but the Cincinnati 
Gardens is "home, sweet home" to 
the Musketeers. 
In February of 1949, it was a brand 
new arena, similar in design to the 
Maple Leaf Gardens in Toronto. It 
was opened for the first time on Feb. 
22, 1949. The first event was an ex-
hibition hockey game between 
Montreal and Dallas. It was a hockey 
arena. 
Although the Gardens is still de-
signed for hockey, the Musketeers 
have not refrained from calling the 
dingy old building home. It all be-
gan 50 years ago today on Feb. 24 
when Kentucky defeated Xavier 51-
40, in the Musketeer's first game in 
the Gardens. 
The Musketeers did not make the 
Gardens their permanent home until 
the 1983-84 season. Since then, 
Xavier has compiled a 198-24 mark, 
an .892 winning percentage, in the 
Gardens. 
The overall record at the Gardens 
is outstanding for XU, but the team's 
recent successes at home are even 
more astounding. Over the past three 
seasons, the Musketeers are a com-
bined 38-2 in the Gardens, includ-
ing a 12-0 mark this season heading 
into tonight's home finale. 
In addition to the perfect season 
Tonight's game against Dayton is 1the SOth annive.rsary_of Xavier baske 
being at stake tonight, so too is the: NBA and the Slammers of the CBA 
continuation of a 14-game home win- called the Gardens home during their 
ning streak, which is ranked among~ stays in Cincinnati. 
the ''Top 15" active streaks in the:_ . When the Royals left in 1972, 
nation. many thought the arena's days were· 
Since its opening, the Gardens has numbered. Jerry Robinson came 
hosted numerous high school, col- along, however, and purchased the 
lege and professional sporting events.. Gardens in 1979 for use as a ware-
Xa vier and Cinci.nnati have both house. Two years later in 1981, 
used the arena for home games, and Robinson decided to reopen the 
the Crosstown Shootout has beeni arena for entertainment events. 
held there 41 times. Robinson, an avid basketball fan, 
The Gardens has also seen profes- then realized a dream by welcoming 
sional basketball. Both the Royals. Xavier basketball as a tenant for the 
(now the Sacramento Kings) of the1 1983-84 season. 
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~eniors say good-bye to Xavier 
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY ERIN MOONEY 
James Posey (center) and Lenny Brown (4) 
all .record. There have been numer-
ous memories for the "Three Muske-
teers," in addition to their titles and 
national recognition. Here are just a 
few such achievements. . 
One of the most memorable was 
the team's 71-69 upset victory over 
then No. 1 Cincinnati during their 
sophomore year. 
"That was a great team thing that 
. we did," said Brown. "The whole 
team won that game; I was just fortu-
nate enough to be the one that hit 
the last shot. That was a big accom-
plishment for· all of us." 
Another memory was the Muske-
teers'. summer trip overseas to Ireland 
and England after the trio's sopho-
more season~ Education. Once-in-a-
lifetime experiences. Mix in a little 
basketball. It was a quite a way to 
spend the summer .. One that all three 
will remember. 
"I'm looking forward to telling 
people that I've gone over and played 
basketball in· another country," said 
Brown duririg the trip. 
FAMILIAR TANDEM: 
BROWN AND LUMPKIN 
Over their four-year career, Brown 
and Lumpkin have established them-
selves as one of the best backcourts 
'' · in Xavier's history and in the nation. 
They grew up five miles apart 
from each other and have played bas-
ketball together since middle school. 
Both attended William Penn High 
... ~_crool,and ledthe te~rn to the 1994 
Delaware State Championship. 
Even with their lengthy time to-
gether on the basketball court, the 
duo is as different as night-and-day . 
in personality and background. 
LENNY BROWN 
Brown is a product of the projects, 
who listens to rap music. He wants 
the ball no matter the situation and 
does not shy away from any shot. He 
is the team's emotional leader. He is 
also the go-to guy - "Mr. Clutch." 
Brown, a team tri-captain for the 
third straight year, has started in 103 
consecutive garne·s for Xavier. He is 
on the final list of candidates for the 
John Wooden AU-America Team, an 
honor he also received as a junior. 
Brown is one of the top candidates 
this year for A-10 Player-of-the-Year 
and has garnered all-conference hon-
ors each year since arriving at Xavier. 
He made the All Rookie Team as a 
freshman, First Team as a sophomore 
and Second Team as a junior." 
Brown is an excellent player on 
both ends of the court. He holds the 
school record for steals in a season 
(81, last year) and in a career (227). 
Offensively, Brown is seventh on 
Xavier's all-time scoring list with 
1,703 career points, and should break 
into the "Top 5" before his career is 
over. Brown is also the school's ca-
reer leader in three-pointers with 206. 
Even with all these accomplish-
ments, Brown is most proud that he 
is going to graduate, not to mention 
doing it on time. 
"It says a lot that I am going to 
graduate on time, knowing that there 
were a lot of places that I could have 
gone and wouldn't be able to say the 
same. thing at. this1yarticular time," 
said Brown. 
"That's a big accomplishment in 
itself for me. Xavier has done a great 
deal more for me than I can ever do 
for this school," he said. 
GARYWMPKIN 
Lumpkin is a cautious individual 
who listens to gospel music and sings 
in his church choir. He picks his shots 
carefully and fits the true definition 
of a point guard. 
Lumpkin, a team tri-captain for the 
second straight year, has started in 
109 straight games. Lumpkin also 
has received all-conference honors 
since corning to Xavier. He made the 
All Rookie Team as a freshman, First 
Team as a sophomore and Third 
Team as a junior. 
Lumpkin has led the Musketeers 
in assists all four years and is in 11th 
place on Xavier's all-time scoring list 
with 1,417 points. 
Lumpkin graduated in December 
and is working on a master's degree, 
an accomplishment which he is very 
proud of. While on the court, 
Lumpkin is most proud of the team 
concept the three seniors share. 
"The fact that we play hard, play 
together and play unselfishly," said 
Lumr.,kin. "I think that is the main 
thing that makes us so good as a team. 
We just help each other out and play 
hard for each other." 
JAMES POSEY 
As Posey nears the end of his col-
legiate career, he will be remembered 
for numerous accomplishments, but 
none will be better recalled than be-
ing the best "Sixth Man" in Xavier 
history and arguably in college bas-
ketball history. Posey was the A-10 
"Sixth Man of the Year" during both 
his sophomore and junior seasons. 
A starter this season, Posey is a 
tri-captain and the team's all-around 
best player. Offensively, Posey has 
scored 1,279 career points, which 
puts h.irn in 18th place on Xavier's 
all-time scoring list. Defensively, 
Posey leads the team in rebounding 
for the third straight year. 
Posey, a top candidate for A-10 
Player-of-the-Year, was named to the 
A-10 Second Team and voted the 
"Most Outstanding Player" of the 
1998 A-10 Tournament. 
Even more amazing than Posey's 
accomplishments and numbers is he 
only played at XU for three seasons. 
Posey was forced to sit out his fresh-
man year due to academics. For this 
reason, Xavier has meant a great deal 
to Posey. 
"Knowing my situation coming 
out of high school, Xavier had faith 
in me," said Posey. "They gave me 
the opportunity to come here and 
continue my education and I thank 
them for it. They didn't have to. They 
could have done what most schools 
did and just left me alone and not 
worry about me, but they didn't, they 
stuck by me." 
Posey will graduate in May. 
IT'S TIME TO GO 
The time has come; tonight will 
be the last hurrah for three seniors 
who have meant more to Xavier, both 
the university and the basketball 
team, than can be put into words. 
"College is a four-year experience 
and if it's time to go, it's time to go," 
said Prosser. "I am not going to be 
happy about it; but it is time for those 
guys to get on with. their life's work. 
It is going to be emotional, when it 
finally comes to a close, but those 
guys have been very, very good to 
Xavier." 
Cincinnati Gardens turns 50 Future: The Cintas Center 
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Tonight's game against Dayton is,the SOth annive.rsary_of Xavier basketball in the Cincinnati Gardens. 
being at stake tonight, so too is the: NBA and the Slammers of the CBA 
continuation of a 14-game home win- called the Gardens home during their 
ning streak, which is ranked among~ stays in Cincinnati. 
the ''Top 15" active streaks in the:_ . When the Royals left in 1972, 
nation. many thought the arena's days were· 
Since its opening, the Gardens has numbered. Jerry Robinson came 
hosted numerous high school, col- along, however, and purchased the 
lege and professional sporting events.. Gardens in 1979 for use as a ware-
Xa vier and Cincinnati have both house. Two years later in 1981, 
used the arena for home games, and Robinson decided to reopen the 
the Crosstown Shootout has beeni arena for entertainment events. 
held there 41 times. Robinson, an avid basketball fan, 
The Gardens has also seen profes- then realized a dream by welcoming 
sional basketball. Both the Royals Xavier basketball as a tenant for the 
(now the Sacramento Kings) of the1 1983-84 season. 
Each year, the Gardens looks nicer 
than it did the year before. One rea-
son for these improvements is the use 
ofXU's NCAA money to paint seats, 
hallways and rooms, as well as the 
purchase of a new basketball floor 
and scoreboard. 
The Cincinnati Gardens isn't the 
most beautiful or high-class facility 
in the country, but the Xavier tradi-
tion and history that holds the arena 
together makes it one of the greatest 
places to play," as will be evidenced 
tonight. Happy Anniversary - Gar-
dens and Musketeers. 
Today, it is a massive-hole in the ground. An abundance of noise and dirt escape its territory and 
resonate throughout campus. It holds 
dozens of bulldozers, trucks and 
cranes that are gradually building the 
foundation. It is now just a construc-
tion site. 
In 2000, it will be an on-campus 
home to a team which had been with-
out one. It will be a $44 million dol-
lar structure, a generous gift from 
many distinguished alumni, includ-
ing a trio from the Cintas Corpora-
tion. It will be a state-of-the-art, 
300,000 square foot facility with 
three distinct parts: an arena, a con-
ference center and a student-dining 
center. It will be the realization of a 
dream. 
The most touted and celebrated 
part of the Cintas Center will be the 
10,000-seat arena. The arena will be 
home to the Xavier men's and 
women's basketball and volleyball 
teams. The facility will also include 
a practice gym for the three teams, 
making practice schedules more con-
venient and productive. With the 
completion of the Cintas Center, all 
three teams will be able to practice at. 
the same time by using the arena, 
practice gym and Schmidt 
Fieldhouse. 
The 10,000-seat arena will be 
shaped in a horseshoe configuration 
that will include 22 Founder Suites, 
FILE PHOTO 
The Cintas Center is scheduled to be completed in the spring of 
2000 at a cost of $44 million. 
1,000 Club Seats, and 1,500 Premium 
I Seats that have already been sold 
and 1,250 Premium II Seats that are 
on sale now. Also included in the 
arena will be club lounges, expected 
to hold about 400 people. In addi-
tion to the arena and practice gym, 
there will be athletic offices and a 
training room. 
The second part of the Cintas Cen-
ter will be a 30,000 square foot con-
ference center. Included in the con-
ference center will be a banquet hall 
that will be able to hold about 675 
people. The conference center will 
provide Xavier with a large gather-
ing site for on and off-campus users, 
a site Xavier currently lacks. 
The third component of the 
Cintas Center will be a 24,000 square 
foot dining hall that will seat 450 stu-
dents. The hall will also include a 
food court that is expected to con-
tain fast-food restaurants. 
The first event scheduled in the 
Cintas Center is the graduation of the 
class of 2000. The first season of 
Xavier basketball in the new facility 
will be in 2000-01. 
Even though the construction pro-
cess is still in the initial stages, the 
completion is already greatly antici-
pated. In a little over a year, the men's 
basketball team will have an on-cam-
pus home that will be a university 
landmark and a symbol of the growth 
that Xavier basketball has made this 
century. 
-Some information obtained 
from Xavier's website. 
.' •'f. 
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Swimmers survive 
atA-10 meet 
The Xavier men's and women's 
swim teams ended their seasons at 
the Atlantic IO Swimming and 
Diving Championships in Buffalo 
this past weekend. 
The women's team finished in 
eighth place out of nine team~ with 
152 points, 78.5 points.behind sev-
enth place Fordham. The men fin-
ished in ninth place with 113 
points, 44 points behind eighth 
place Duquesne. 
Virginia Tech grabbed the 
women's championship with 
842.5 points, and St. Bonaventure 
finished first in the men's compe-
tition with 677 points. 
Sophomore Rachel Reilly had 
the top individual finish for the 
women by placing eighth in the 
100-meter breaststroke in 1 :08.75. 
Junior Scott Cain's eighth place 
finish in the 200-meter freestyle in 
1:44.81 was the top men's indi-
yidual finisher for Xavier. 
. . Juniors Jan Feichtner and Andy 
·,:Nixon, sophomore Louis Dissel. 
. a~d freshman Keliy Wilson all ·. 
:·pl.aced in consolati9n heats. 
~~·<·: ·"-'.Matt Barber.: 
.Four women are 
regional champs 
Xavier is the proud home to this 
year's Schick Super Hoops 4-on-
4 regional champions in the female 
division. Senior Ann Marie 
Hubbard and juniors Amy 
Reinshagen, Julie Roth and Karen 
Scherl traveled to the University 
of Illinois at Chicago onSaturday, 
Feb. 13 for the regional competi-
tion. The four qualified for the re-
gional portion of the tournament 
after winning XU's campus tour-
nament that was held in January. 
The first part of the regional 
tournament consisted of round-
robin play. In this part of the com-
petition, the women won their first 
two games but then Jost the third. 
Next, the tournament moved to a 
single-elimination portion where 
the eventual champion would be 
crowned. The women marched 
through the competition, winning 
five straight games to claim the 
championship. 
Along with the knowledge that 
they are the best in the region, the 
women also received sweatshirts 
and Sony Playstation games. 
-Matt Madges 
Posey is POTW 
Xavier senior James Posey was 
honored as ·the Atlantic 10 Co-
Player of the Week for his out-
standing play over the Musketeers' 
last three games. Posey averaged 
19.7 points and 10 rebounds over 
Xavier's three games last week. 
Posey had 21 points, six steals 
and a career-high six blocks in 
XU's 62-60 victory over Temple. 
Then recorded double-doubles of 
19 points and 13 rebounds in an 
88-71 victory over La Salle and 19 




A-10 crown is Xavier's aim 
BY MATT BARBER 
Sports Editor 
Major-league players began fil-
tering into the small, sleepy towns 
of Florida and Arizona for Spring 
Training this past week, which 
means the start of the collegiate 
baseball season is upon us. Xavier 
opened its season this past week-
end with quite a few talented ball 
players on its roster. 
In the 1999 season, nine seniors, 
seven of them starters, will lead 
what could potentially be one of the 
best Musketeer squads ever. Poten-
tial does not equal success, how-
ever, as last year's team discovered. 
After winning the Atlantic 10 West · 
Division in 1997 and a school 
record-tying 32 games, XU went 
27-25, including a disappointing 9-
8 in the conference. 
"Part of that was the injury fac-
tor. It is hard to be at the top of 
your game if you are not even close 
to being 100 percent physically," 
said head coach John Morrey. 
This year's team, with all of its 
experience, should again challenge 
for the A-10 West crown. The tal-
ented front-line pitchers Xavier has 
this year, under the tutelage of 
pitching coach}peRegruth, will be 
. ·a. big part Of the TUn for the Confer- . _ . . , , . . PHar:O COURTESEY OF SPORTS INFORMATl()N 
eilce title. · Senior Lou Witte will againJead Xavier fromthe mound. . . 
. · · Senior righthander Lou Witte, a · : ::·,.. 
· returning co-captain, will again be The middle relievers are· led· by 
the ace of the staff. The 1997 A-10 a couple of 20-appearance \Vork-
Pitcher of the Year is the career horses in sophomore righth,arider 
leader in innings pitched, complete Jared Cutter and senior southpaw 
games, wins and strikeouts at XU. Brock Boser. Junior lefthander Jim 
Sophomore righthander Jeff Beaulieu will also be in the bullpen. 
Barger, who threw 55 innings last The closer's role will again be 
season; sophomore righthander filled by the two-man committee of 
Matt Raih, who was 6-0 last year; senior Jefthander Mike Scuglik, 
junior lefthander James Siefl<er and who also starts in center field, and 
freshman Greg Wiggers, a senior righty Patrick Gavin. 
batters to a ·.206 batting average. 
Defensively, Xavier should be 
very sound. Last year's club re-
corded a .953 fielding percentage, 
good for second in the A-10. The 
catching duties will be split by se-
nior Mark Madrovsky, whose sea-
son ended after 14 games with a 
hand injury last year, and junior 
Jared Hendel. Madrovsky's pow-
erful bat will allow him to see some· 
righthander, will all look for spots Scuglik saved four games last sea- time at designated hitter, while 
in the rotation behind Witte. son and _Gavin held right-handed Hendel's throwing arm will make 
life on the base paths none too 
pleasant for opposing base runners. 
Freshman Ed Bongard will be the 
third catcher on the squad. 
The infield will look-the same 
as it has for the past two seasons, 
anchored at third by senior Rodd 
Hampson, who also hits for a high 
average. The double-play combi-
nation will be senior shortstop Chris 
Kirkby, who hit .353 against the A~ 
10 last season, and senior second 
baseman and co-captain Zach 
Swisher, who hit .311 in 1998. 
Sophomore Jeff Crandell will also 
see a good amount of playing time 
at both middle-infield positions, es-
pecially if Swisher can not shake 
the injury bug, and sophomore Ty 
Brenning will back up Hampson at 
third. 
First base may end up being a 
platoon situation unless someone 
distinguishes himself there. Sopho-
more Adam Law will start out see-
ing the most time, but junior Andy 
Jenkins is a very capable player 
there as well. Brenning and Kirkby 
can also play first base. 
Last year's outfield will stay in-
tact for the 1999 campaign._ Junior 
Matt Watson, a Second Team All-
A-10 selection last ye~r, will be in 
. left, Scuglik in center and. senior 
·Bill Fish will mai{rlgh°tfield. · 
'Watson led XU with his .387 aver-
age last year, Scuglik hit .367 in A-
10 play and Fish clobbered left-
handed pitching at a .424 clip last 
season. SophoIJ1ore Brandon Van 
Orden and freshman Jay Denit will 
serve as the back-ups in the outfield. 
"With so many guys returning, 
it is not very hard to get them ready 
to play," said Morrey. "Thay are 
working very hard to prepare them-
selves to win the Atlantic 10 Tour-
nament and take a shot in a NCAA 
Regional." 
Xavier opens with win, loses next two 
BY MATT BARBER 
Sports Editor 
Senior pitcher Lou Witte is about 
as close to an automatic win when 
he takes the mound as any team can 
ask for. 
He came through for the Mus-
keteers as expected this past week-
end in the season opener, but the 
Musketeers could not muster an-
other win in the final two games 
against Austin Peay in Clarksville, 
Tenn. 
Witte went the distance on Sat-
urday as Xavier (1-2) amassed six · 
runs on six hits to outlast the Gov-
ernors (2-2) in the seven-inning 
contest. APSU's only three runs 
came in the second inning on a 
three-run homerun. 
Xavier came back in the fourth 
inning when they exploded for five 
I On Tap 
Wednesday, Feb. 24 
•Men's basketball vs. 
Dayton at 7:30 p.m. 
Friday, Feb. 26 
•Women's basketball vs. URI 
at A-1 O Tournament in 
Philadelphia at 2 p.m. 
•Baseball vs. The Citadel in 
Jacksonville, Fla., at 7 p.m. 
Saturday, Feb. 27 
•Men's basketball at George 
Washington at noon. 
•Baseball vs. Western 
Michigan in Jacksonville, Fla., 
at4 p.m. 
•Rifle at MARC 
Championship in 
Jacksonville, Ala. 
Sunday, Feb. 28 
•Baseball vs. The Citadel in 
Jacksonville, Fla., at noon. 
•Rifle at MARC Championship 
in Jacksonville, Ala. 
Thursday, March 4 
•Men's basketball vs. TBA at 
A-1 O Tournament. 
March 1-6 
•Baseball southern trip in 
Jacksonville, Fla. 
Home games are in bold 
Home men's basketball 
games are held at the 
Cincinnati Gardens. 
runs. Senior designated hitter Mar~ 
Modrovsky's two-run double 
chased the APSU starter from the 
game. 
APSU did manage 11 hits 
against Witte, but his four strikeouts 
and the two double plays the de-
fense turned .behind him kept the 
Governors in check. 
Senior right fielder Bill Fish and 
Modrovsky each went 2-2 with a 
double. Senior shortstop Chris 
Kirkby came around twice to score 
for the Musketeers who left eight 
men on base. 
The second game of Saturday's 
doubleheader pitted X(J" sophomore 
Matt Raih against freshman Dustin 
Smith. Smith did an excellent re-
prise of Witte's performance from 
game one, going all seven innings 
See Baseball, Page 11 
GAME of the WEEK 
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY ERIN MOONEY 
The "Three Musketeers" will 




7:30 tonight at the 
Cincinnati Gardens 
Tonight's game at the Gar-
dens marks the last home game 
for the team's three seniors and 
so it is "senior night." 
Included in the festivities 
will be a tribute to each senior 
and Gary Lumpkin's five sib-
lings will be singing the na-
tional anthem. Even though 
most of you might be disap-
pointed, Gary will not be join-
ing his siblings, Rudy, Ken 
Dan, Sonya and Evetta, in the 
performance. 
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XU· reaches 20 wins, Kremer sets record 
BY MATT. BARBER a .Xavier·:wC>men's team·si.nce the. 21 ~umovers did not help th~·cause 
· ·. · · · - Sports E(iitor . Musketeer~ began playing inI)ivi· . at all, nor did Sm's success at the ·: 
The women's basketball team· sion.I in the.·1982~83 season .. That . free throw line, where.the Hawksi ' 
was one win. aw'ay from the. magi~ .· year they defeated Molloy, 66-40, shot 73.7 percent. 
cal ~0-win plateau heading into.this to s~t the previous·ma,rk: ;: :· .. .· . Four Musketeers made it into.· 
past weekend, with two games re~.. . . ThreeXayier pfayers SCOI"ed in double figures in the scoring" col~- . 
maiOirig in the regular season. They · double figures led !Jy ·sophomore . umn. Phillips led the team again 
even had a chan.ce to tie thel992- . center Jen .Phillips; w~o poured in · with 18 points, followed by junio( 
93 team's school recorq 21 wins. 18 points and grabbed 11 rebounds; forward Kim Hot.z who totaled J 6 
Sophomore forward Tam points, and ~hose eight rebounds Ori·Friday, the: Musketeers trav~ 
eled to Philadelphia to take on.the . 
struggling Temple Owls. The re-
sultwas 'a· 72-39 win for XU, put-
ting tli'em i11to the fabled land.of 20-
game. winners... . . . . . . . . : 
· · Unfortunately, the 76-66 Ioss at 
St. Joe's on Sunday h~s forced 
Xavier (20-7 overail, -11-5. in the 
conference) to put off its planned 
record-tying until the Atlantic io 
Tournament this weekend. . 
Tuukkanen was close behind with led the team. Tuukkanen and . · 
17 points, and sophomore guard 
NicoleLevandusky added..13, . . 
· Senior point guard Nikki 
· Kremer dished out eight of Xavier's ... 
23 assists. 
Against St. Joseph's (19-7, 14-
2), the first place team in the East 
Division; Xavierfac~d a'real test 
·The Hawks were undefeated at 
home this season coming into the · 
game and kept that record intact 
against the Musketeers; 
· Xavier led at times in the first 
Kremer each had 10 points, a~d 
Levandusky added nine .. 
XU totaled 20 assists in the ' 
game, bllt Krem~h .1 ~. ga~e her .a· 
school record 7ZLfor.the season, 
surpassing ·carol Madson~s:;pre~i-:-. 
ous total of 212 in. the 1993~94 sea~ . 
son. Kremer nee<ls35 rnoie ~sists .. 
to tie Madsdifs care~r markofs 18.' 
Xavier dom'inated the Owls (8- · 
18, 4-12) fmm the start, and by half- ·· 
time XU led 34-20. In the second 
half, Temple managed only 19 
points to the Musketeers' 38. 
. half and trailed by just three at half- · 
time, 32-29, but could not regain the 
lead in the second half as St. Joe's 
threw in seven three-pointers. XU's 
Xavier will fac~ Rhodelsland on 
Friday in theA-lOTournamentheld 
at the Apollo at Temple in Philadel-
phia. XU has defeated every team 
in itS half of the bracket at least once 
this . season, so the Musketeers' 
chance of advancing to the cham-
pionship game is good. 
,.:.·. ,. . . . FILE PHOIO 
Senior point guard Nikki Kremer set the school record for assists 
in a season over the weekend at 221. 
The 39 total pbints scored by 
Temple were. the fewest allowed by 
Another thrille. r ,at UM.· a.·.· ·.ss. T~U.N ... tii. t;yBAll:PAR~;;1.~; 
BYMATTMADGES .. STANDINGS .. . . . ·.. . . 
Assistant Sports Editor · · · · · · · . ·. · . ' · : .. -'' · .. , · .. · 
. Regulation play is a waste of EAST A.;.lO Overall WEST A-lO overall ' BY JOE ANGOLIA 
time when Xavier.and Massachu- · · .. ·.· Sports Writer 
settsmeet,asl:hreeofthe~eries.'l~st ~:~~~~~\;land ~~:! ·. ~~=~0 1 -~~'!,~~hington ~~:: ~~~; With ther~gularseason having 
fourmeetirigshavebeen. d.ecidedin · 8_6 12_14 3 .. ·La Salle · 6_8 drawn to a ~IOse, now is the time 3. UMass 10-14. , , · . · 
an overtime sessfon .. Saturday's 4. st. aonaventure 7-7 13-13. 4. Virginia Tech 6_8 _ 11_13 .. for the te~ms to put up or shut up. 
game at UMass ·was no exception, . 5. Fordham 4-1 o 1 H 3 Dayton , ·. 5-9 . . 10'.' 1 ~ With the Atlantic 10 Tournament 
, as t~e ~in.ut~.~.~'.1?·,.~efea~~d the 6. S.t.Jo~eph's 3-11 10-17 6.Duquesne ,. 1-13 5-20. beginning on. Frida~, th~re is' ~p 
Musketeers;,78~ 77' iil'double over- . ~ more.time fo~ teaIJ!S t<? prepare ao<I 
. time in ~ne of! the. in6st exciting through Feb. 22 fine-tune thefr games. .. . 
. contests,ofthe season.· a bucketfor the game's first tie at seven of Xavier's points i.n the first ; St. J9seph'~ ~nd Virginia Tech 
THE THRILLING CONTEST 
The Musketeers' got off to a slow 
start in Saturday's game and fell 
behind quickly due to an early 12~ 
4 run by UMass. As a result of the 
run, XU found themselves down 10 ·· 
points at 17-7 less than seven min-
utes into the game. However, the 
team did not. panic and gradually 
cut into the lead. · .. · , 
After a 12-4 run of their own 
near the end of the first half, Xavier 
· had pulled within one, 28-27. Be-
fore the half ended, however, 
UMass; Monty Mack hit a three-
poiriter .to gi~e the Minute1D.en a 3 _1-
2T halftime lead. · ' • · · 
52:'.all. Then with 4:21,reinaining, extra session, including a jumper enter with the No. 1 seeds. After 
the Musketeers took their first lead with six seconds remaining to send winning the Ea5t Division,with a 
of the. game (57~56t~he~ sophci- the game to double overtime. The 13-2 record, St. Joseph;s will look 
more Maurice McAfee hit a three- second extra session consisted ,of to Susan Moran, and Jana 
pofi1ter'. However, the MinutelJlen back-and7forth scoring with UMass Lichnerova .to continue their hot 
took the lead right back. escaping with the thrilling 78-77 shooting. This past week, Moran 
A basket by Posey with just un- . victory. earned Co-Rookie of the Week bon-
der a minute remaining gave XU a The . loss. dropped the Muske- ors (her eighth such award of the 
61~60 lead: :UMass answered, how- · teers to 11 ~3 in the A-10 and 19-·8 ~eason) after tallying 26 points and 
ever, when senior Lari Ketner overall. The final score was one of eight rebciunds in a .74-61 victory 
scored on a jumper while fpul.ed. the. few areas that the Minutemen over Fordham. 
Ketner's free throw gave the Min- bettered the Musketeers, in, how- . Lichner~va, .s~. Jo~eph 's. 6' 4" 
utemen a 63-61 lead. .. ever, as Xavier out-rebounded center, was named the Player of the 
The second half ~a~· a' mirror-
After UMass missed the second UMass. ( 48-44 ), committed. fewer ; .Week .after averaging 22.5 points, 
consecutive front-end of a one-and- turnovers ( 11-15) and scored more 7.5 rebciunds and 3.5 steals ov~r the 
one free throw opportunity, Posey points in the paint (50-47). . Hawks' two victodes last week. In 
grabb~d the rebound .and headed Xavier had three double-figure a .62-53 win . over Dayton, 
up~court with less than five seconds scorei:s with BI"OWn leading the way . Lichnerova re~ord~d . her first 
rema1ning. Before Posey. crossed with 23 pointS .. Posey recorded his double-double of the season and set 
image of the first, as' UMass ·u~ed · · halfcourt, however, he was fouled, .12th doubl~-do~bl~ of the se~son . career:-highs \Vith 23 po.ints and 12 
·an early 7-2run to !Juild th.eii: lead which sent him .to the free th~ow . with 19 poin~ and 12 rebounds, rebounds. The Hawks will play the 
backµptoninepoints. Onc~~gain, , line. Poseyconnectedon,both,free . F:reshman Lloyd Price was the winner of Duquesne .vs .•. St. 
the Musketeers did not back down thrO\VS to send the·g~pe _into over- third doubl~-fig~re ~corer.with 14 ]Jom1venture. . ' . . 
STANDl.NGS 
EAST A-1 o overall 
1. St.Joseph's 14-2 19-7 
2. UMass 11-5 16-13 
3. Fordham. 5-11 .. 9~ 17 
4. Temple 4-12 10-16 
5. St Bonaventure 4-12 10-16 
6. Rhode Island · 1-15 5,.21 
· WEST A;..1 o overall 
1. Virginia Tech 15-1 
2. G. Washington 12-4 
3. xavier 11-s 
4. Duquesne · . 7-9 
5 .. Dayton 6-10 







Rnal -Regular Season 
ond in tlieA-10 with a 19.6 scoring 
average. The Colonials will take on 
: the winner of the Fordham vs. La 
Salle game. 
UMass received the final bye in 
the tournamentaft~r winning bcith 
of their contests last week: Nekole 
Smith was a big part o.f the . ' 
Minutewomen's success and was 
nam~ Co-Rookie of the W~k for 
• he~.efforts. In the.6S-59 win,over 
D11quesn~, S~ith scored)6 points 
· and closed the week with a 17-point 
. performance. against the Boonies. 
and played catch up for a majority time. · points, while also grabbitlg nine re- Virginia Tech will enter the tour-
of the half. bounds. Freshman Kevin Frey also n~1nent with the best recorci among 
With just under six minutes re- T.HE E){TRA SESSlO~S. had a solid game with eight points the A-10 tea~.s. The Hokies are 
· maining in the game, Posey scored · · Senior Lenny Brown scored ~II and nine rebounds: .. . . ranked 10th in the Associated Press 
· Though they did receiv~ a first-
. round bye, uMass has the toughest 
seeond round 'game if Xavier man-
: ages to·defoat Rhode Island. The 
Musketeers have a better overall 
. . poll this week and are sixth.in the 
RPI Report; : · . . :· : ' . Baseball: Xavier drops two straight The Hok:ies clinched the overall 
No. 1 seed after defeating La Salle, 
2-4 with a double, had three .RBI 70-57.Sophomqre Tere Williams 
and scored a run. ICd the Hokies with 18 points, and 
·· Continuedfrom Page 10 inning to take the'16ad. AP:SU came 
. for the complete game and allow- right back with a run In the fifth arid 
. ing just two runs on six hits. another in the seventh 'tb win the 
Raih left the game three batters game, 6-5. . 
into the fourth innirtg after a double, Soph6mol:e'J~ff Barger started 
single and hit batsman did him in. the cont~sffor XU, lasting five in-
The Govs made it a six~rfrn inning nings and allowing five runs, four 
' before Xavier could get out of it. of them earned ... Freshman.·. Greg 
Senior third· baseman Rodd Wiggers made his collegiate debut 
Hampson had both·RBI forXavier in relief of Barger, giving up one 
in the 7-2 loss. . . ·run on two hits .. UnfortunatCly, that 
The rubber game of the three- one run was the game wi~ner. 
game series on Sunday' was a close Fish collected two hits, but XU's 
affair. Down 3-1, XU pushed four . sfar ofthe game was sophomore 
r _runs .across. the plate.in the fourth .. first baseman ~damLaw, who went . 
"We had one bad inning in each .converted on a career-best.12-14 : 
game defensively that led to the · , froil) the. free7throw ·line .. Vfrgi(\ia : 
losses,''saidFish. "Wejustneedto, Tech will face the winner.of the 
get outside anci' work. It's tough .to . Temple vs. Dayton gallle. 
practice.outside in this. weather.'.' . . Massa.chusetts _and George • 
Xavier's next game is.on Friday Washington earned the other. two · 
against.the Citadel to o(>entite Mus~ first7round byes. Oool'ge Wa8hing- ; 
keteers' a~n.~al 'Florida' tdp.', They' . ton will enter the to~maIOent with-
will also face Western Michigan, .out eithenvinning .the West or fin- · 
North Florida, Mercer, West ishingfirstoverall forthefirsttime 
Florida, Flagler a~d Kansas State in six seasons. The Colonials will 
before coming back north. look for senior leadership from 
. ... _ _ _ _ _ ... _ .. _ ... Noelia Gomez .. Gomez ranks sec-' 
record then the Minutewomen, but 
play in the tougher West Division 
behind Virginia Tech and George 
Washington. ' 
TOURNAMENT BREAKDOWN 
··;'The· A-10 Touinamerit begins 
Friday with four first ~round games. 
The four winners on Friday will 
then adv:ance . .to.• Saturday's. 
quarterfinal cont.ests ·against the 
four _teams' receiving byes. . . 
The four te_anis winning ori'Sat-
urday will meet Sunday in the two 
semifinal galries beginning at 6 p.m. 
Both games ca~· be ·~een ~n A2.10 
Television. Monday's champion-
ship game will begin at 5 p.m. and 
·Will ~ broadcast on ESPN2. 
»Lauren Mosko, Editor 
>Diversions Desk: 745-2878 
>-DIVERS@xavier.xu.edu · · 
Forced ~omedy. :'; 
British comedy.group Foi:c:.ed 
Entertainment.wHt perform the 
U.S. debutOf "Speak Bitterness" · 
at theWexrier Center)or the Arts 
from Thursday, March 4 through 
Sunday, March 7 at 8 p.m; . . 
Forced Eptertainment's sh9w 
got its name from the forced t<Jwn · 
meetings· held by China's' Red 
Guard in which citizens revealed 
. each others' flaws and secrets. · 
Admission is $14 for the gen-
eral public and $12 for Wexner . 
. Center members. 
For information and ticket ser-
vices, call (614)-292-3535. 
Jazz guitar 
The XavierJazz Guitar Series 
continues with Bucky Pizzarelli 
on Sunday, Feb. 28 at 7:30 p.m. 
in the University Center Theatre. 
Pizzarelli will be accompa-, 
nied by Bob Bodley on bass and 
Ron Evard on drums. 
Pizzarelli has played with 
Benny Goodman and Frank 
Sinatra at the White. House, been · 
a staff musician at NBC and ap-
peared at Carnegie Hall with 
George Barnes and Les Paul. 
Tickets are$l4. Fbi- more in-
formation; call 745-3161. 
Prints of Egypt · 
The Cincinnati Art Museum : 
will hold a special reception ori 
Thursday,' Feb. 25 at 6: 15 p.m. to 
celebrate the restoration of their · 
Egyptian gallery, featuring Egyp-
tian art and sculpture. 
The reception will be fol- . 
lowed by, a lecture by 
Egyptologist Dr. Betsy Brian. 
. The reception is free and open . 
to the public. ·· 
For more information, call 
721-5204. 
Sunset 'Sylvia' 
Sunset. Players, Inc. wHI 
present the comedy "Sylvia" by 
AR. Gurney on Feb. 26 - 27 at 
·the Dun~am Recreation Complex 
at 8 p.m. 
· General admission is $6 and 
$5 for students, seniors and 
groups of ten _or more. 
For reservations or ticket in~ 
formation, call Sunset Players' ··. 
ticket line at 665-6690. 
Musical· tradition 
The Taft Museum's 46th An~ 
nual Chamber_Mus~c Series will 
continu~ w~th the Lytle Players 
String Quartet at the T!lft Mu-
seum on Sunday, Feb. 28, at 2:30 
p.m. 
Seats are available. on a, first 
come, first served basis with seat-
ing beginning at 2 p.m. 
. . For mo~~ info11Dation, call the 
Taft Museum at 241-0243. 
·Lent event 
' ' ' 
Arch~ishop · Da_niel . E. 
Pilarczyk wiH be at Joseph~~eth 
Booksellers 'on Thursday, Feb. 
'25,.~t 7 p;m: to disc~ss andsigri 
his new book, Pratt~cing Catho-. .. ' , .. ; 
lie. 
Rover: 
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY LAUREN POMPILIO 
This past weekend, The.Xavier Players brought us a.charming adaptation of "The Rover'' by·Aphra 
Behn. In this particular scene, the three sisters, Helena (Erin Mattingly), Valeria (Sara Timmins) 
atid Florinda (Sophia Kostoff), along with their governess, Callis (Meghan Kapp), (left to right) 
vent their furies on their brother, Pedro (Jonathan Elrod),who is offstage. · 
-FILM R'E\ilEW·-' ', ,. '', ' ' ',' ,· ' .·· •. ., ··. '' ' . ' .·.. ' ' ' '' ' 
Ru~.hmo:re ·· runible: .. boy· genius vs. t~coon .· 
BRILLIANCE FROM MµRRAY, WILLIAMS, SCHWARTZMAN l\llAKE 1 RUSHMORE' A FOUR-STAR.(C>MEDY 
'·. ... ; .. 
BY NATHAN DUKE (Bil,JMurray),alocal steel magnate 
Diversions Writer and Rushmore alumwho enjoys 
"I think that people s'hould find spending his time thinkingto him-
something that they Jove to do, and ' self at the bottom of his swimming 
then do it for the rest of their lives, : : pool, and Rosemary Cross "(Olivia 
'arid for me~· that's going fo' . Williams), a first grade(teacher at 
Rushmore," llotes Max Fischer (Ja- Rti~hriiore, with whom Fischer falls 
son Schwartzman), the boy~genius in Jove. 
of Wes Anderson's critkally ac- Fischer and Blume respect each 
claimed coming-of-age comedy, other because of their similar dis-
"Rushmore." ·' ·· ·.· · · taste ofRushmore's preppy tradi-
. Fischer, a barber's son on schol- tion, as well as seeirlg a bit ofthem-
arship ai the e~clusive private selves in: one another's personali-
school, is one of Rushmore's worst ' ties~ · · . 
students academically, but when it · · ·. All' remains wen until Blume 
comes to extracurricular activities, and Miss Cross meet at the open-
he's a regular Shakespeare with. ing night of Max's stage production 
braces. . of"Serpico," and soon afterward, 
Max single~haridedly 'maintains ·begin fo have a refationship: What 
the beekeeping club;'is the captain then ensues is one of the funniest, 
of the debate and fencing teams, yet often heartbreaking, coniing-of-
puts on elaborate stage productions age stories that: Hollywood has re-
that use real dynamite and auto- leased in quite some time. 
~atic weapons and is the president• ·Anderson~ who directed the un-
of the backgammon club; among dei'-apprecfated 1996 comedy 
many other things: ' "Bottle Rocket,". displays· a stroke 
His career began at Rushmore, of comic genius with ''Rushmore," 
as he recalls, when he was in sec- brilliantly employing such tech-
ond grade and wrote a "little one- ·niques· as''.slow ,motfon 'and jump 
' act" abou( Watergate, impressing cuts, as well' as the use ofa British-
' the dean of studerits enough to earn invasion soundtrack'to create a 
himself a scholarship. '. story that is almost' as tragfo a~ it is 
Max's world is turned inside- hilarious~ ' ·· · ' 
out, however,' after he is befriended Schwartzman, Murray and Wil-




The foJIO'wing were' due for release ori Feb. 23 ... 
•;. 
Ji.ke ·those of most 
modem-day. com~ 
· edies, causing the , , , 
viewer not only to 
laugh!' along with 
them, butto also 
be~ome arigry with· 
them, as well as 
understand ·their · 
pairi ~nd anguish." , 
. Murray, who' . 
has fumbled in 
such reeent films as· , 
"The Man Who 
Knew Too Little ... 
and "Wild 
Things/' makes a 
triumphant com~ · 
edy comeback as 
the· . self-hating 
Blu~e, ;while Ja-
son Schwartzman 
makes one of the · 
best scre~n debuts 
of recent years. 
, , • . . , , .. PHOTO ,COURTESY OF TOUCHSTONE PICTURES 
While . other . "Rushmore" chronicles a year in the life of 
current films in- Max Fisc;h~r (Jason Sewartzrtian,' right), ,a' .. ' ' 
vc:ilving ·'high student at Rushmqre Academy, one of the 
' school students, finest schools ih th~ 'cquntfy. ' ' 
such as "Varsity · · .. · . · , · · · ·· 
Blues~" 6dhe recent onsiaught of · · · 'While mahy of the comedies of 
. hortdrfuovies provide a case for1 !ill the past decade will rriostlik~ly be 
that is wrong with Hollywood' to- soon forgotten, "Rushmore" is one 
day, Anderson's film displays all for the ages. 
that,is still right with it. Rating:**** 
Thursday, March .4 
.Sebadoh ' · ·. · · · 
.. '·: 
· Various Artists, Human~ry Stew:·• A Tribute to Alice CJope/ ' . 
(Cleopatra) .. : s_oundtrack, Office Space (lnterscoper.: ~.\'syliim Street 
Spankers, HotLunch (Cold Spring Records) ... J~hn B,arfy~ The · · 
Beyondness o/Things (Poirit)' .. ·. Before Dark, Daydreamin"(RCA) .. ~ 
Blondie, No Exit (Beyond}: .. Funky Green Dogs, Star' (MCA)·.;~. Grip ;, · 
lnc.,'Solidify (Metal Blade) [with ex-Slayer drummer Dave Lombardo] 
.~·.The NeariderthalS, Modern Stone AgeFathilyt(Suridazed) ;.. · . . 
Sebadoh, The Sebadoli (Sub Pop) ... Shirflyer 59,FeU in Love at 22 
(Tooth & Nai,I) .. : TLC, Fan Mail (Arist'a)".~: ' : · · · ·. " '_', · · · · 
Thursday, F eh. 25 
Q~lo7 Winter}am 
Fastball ' 
\Vi Sha~n 1\friniD~ -~; ·.: · · 
and Blessid. Unlon cir So'uJS 
· @ cind~na~i 'oai:cie~·s · · · ' 
Sunday,Feb . .28 ;
1 
.· .. , ·•· 
Everlast, .. ,.. : ;, .. 
, w/ Suga~ Ray , , :. ,, , , . 
and 2,S)finnee J's,._. ,1 
I ! . i • ~ . ; . f ! ' • . : : ' . ·; ~ ' I 
. Saturday, March ~ . 
.:Jf~nk.yto~n , · 
(Q),BlueNote Cafe ,. 
:Tuesday, March 9, 
. Gov'tMule 
@Bogart's 
: .. ; 
. ') : ' ; ~ . ', 
< .. ·~JI dates are.tfntative'. 
@Bogart's. , .. 
• • • J • • 
:·· 1·1 .. •; ,.· 
., , .. 
' ~ '·; .. '.,, 
•,_<t 
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Fasten yqu-t s¢a.t11e1t .... ·ttii~ isn't 'l)tivillg Miss Daisy'· 
' ; ~ ~ -, ', ', •7. ,' ,; I .. 
'HOW I LEARNED TO DRIVE;· MAKES A WORTHY PLAY OUT OF A CHALLENGING SUBJECT 
I . . . ' . 
,,.,,. 
BY JAY KALAGAYAN . ,''fohn~·from ajadedolder womiin to ' smooth scene timing by director 
Diversions Writer · · '. the wide.:eyed innocence of an ado- , Charles Towers and a very moody 
Growing up in rural Maryland, lescent throughout the play)· llghtingdesignbyfackieManassee.' 
Li'I Bit is a bright ancl sensitive girl , McKeima does an excellent job of THE BAD . 
whose family is ill-prepared td nut- . baiancing the two Li' 1 Bits with Uncle Peck.' Vogel does a fine 
t~re her. The only persori she foeis ·· amazing 9oritrol of her body Ian- job in keeping the story away from 
close to, her only source for intelli- guage 'and emotions. As a play-·.. the black-and-white in a gnawing 
gence and warmth, is her Uncle ··wright, Vogel ma_kes a choice to use•• gray. Stechschulte is very in touch 
Peck. He listens to her, 'and teaches an older woman in the molestation with the character as well. · How-
her to drive a car. He also sexually·· scenes' instead of a child. This is a· ever, there are several scenes where 
molests her. As she reflects on their brilliant idea. , McKenna's acting Uncle Peck' makes you want to yell 
s·even-year "relationship/' with the . ·allows us to swallow the. uncorn- "Now you stop that right riow, 
help of a three-person chorus tak~ fortable thought that it is <lyoung Uncle Peck! Bad, bad Uncle Peck!" 
ing on a variety of other characters, girl who is the subject of molesta- · His presence is haunting, yet open, 
Li'I Bit must reconcile her wildly tion, without having to see a child leaving the character like a pet ti-
conflicting emotions of hurt, conL : ' actor playing the part. This keeps ger' wJ10 loV.tfS you but wonders 
fusion, terror ... and love. the audience creeped but still with what ypu' d taste like. " ' '' ' ' 
THE GOOD all' open mind to the play. . Molestation. Vogel dbes not hit 
"How I Learned to Drive" is a Torn Stechschulte, who plays ·you in the.pro\.'.erqial head with the 
great play on paper. yogeldp~~ an · Uncle Peck, is an excellent actor. subject. Good theatre is supposed 
excellent job balancing the'~dark Peck is a combination of inner tur- fo challenge think.ing. 'unfortu- .•· 
Subjects, humor, sexual tensi6n.~nd . moil:. \Vrnpped up in the perfect nately, the. s,ubjeqt of molestation, 
flashbacks. The Pfayhbi:ise: rn~tes : sotithe~ gentleman. "Drive" ana-•· cir the idea of being violated, might 
the play with an eqtia.lly: tale~ted 1 lyzes the nm lester as a person.'. touch too close to .home for some 
director and cast. The key word is Vogel moveS'front the shock value·· audjence members, especially in 
''.subtle" as the play moves from ofthe.molestation and contemplates this well-acted and well-written 
obscure manual driving lessons ,to the hum~ribeings and human erno- productiOn. . 
various flashbacks and monologues tions behind the act. Molesting Li' 1: THE.' WORD 
woven into the past of an adult Li 'l Bit is the action Peck commits to. Forget the hype of this play be-
Bit. show his deep affection. He is a infthe 1998 Pulitzer Prize\vinner 
Li 'I Bit, played by Seana tragic character whose idea of love for.dram( In~tead,focus_on con~' 
McKenna, is the central character blinds him to reason. tent 'This; play iS a.powerful story 
who guides us .. through an exami- . Also, honorable mentions be- of a woman ~s re_flection qn her lost 
nation of her life. Li'! Bit trans- lon~-to the other fine c~~i·members, innocence and a man who cared 
~' ' ; ' . '. .. ·.;--, . ~ ·,;:. . \ 
< ~ • • 
Tom Stechschulte (left) 'plays Peck, Richard Elmore is the waiter 
and Seana McKenna plays Li'I Bit in "Hovit I Learned to Driv~,'' a 
· play a_bout a woman~s uneasy journey int<> adulthood. · · . ' . . 
about her top much. The acting is 
thoroughly driven and the direction. 
possesses smooth timing for scenes 
and flashbacks: Once again, the Th-
ompson Shelterfrouse gives· the 
Queen· City contemporary theatre 
for the masses. · 
However, the show has been 
sold out for most of its run. Better 
see if you can get seats.' · 
·' .' .·· .. , .,. .. :·· 
THE INFO 
Performances run through 
M~rch ·14,Tuesday-Saturday in the 
Thompson Shelterhouse. All 1.lnre-
served se'ats are half-price when 
purchased at the Playhouse between 
11 a.m; and 5 p.rn. the day of the 
show. · 
For more information, please 
. call the box offiCe at 421-3888. · 
-EAT, DRINK AND .. BE'MER,RY~ 
.. . ...... 
" . ', ... : ~~.: .. ;, '_ 
·'.Spring Break in ·Philly: 
' ' .·· . , ' ' ·' - ·.. ' . 
B.-ball 1s g·reat, but you can~-:t ,eat 1t 
IF YOU'RE GOING TO PHILADELPHIA .TO WATCH SOME A-1 O HOOPS, DON'T FORGET.TO. SAMPLE .THE FOOD'.· ·. - ... 
·, . ' ~: , I , . . , . , , . ' t . .• • 
BY LAUREN MOSKO ai 3602 Chestnut St Ace's is open . S. 19th St. New York style bagels, 
· Diversions Editor ·from U a.m.tomid"1ightfromSun.- as .well as fresh-baked muffins, 
.• For those students who are die- ' Thurs. and until. I a.m~ on Fridays · scones and coolde~, will make get-
hard Xavier ba'sketball fans, The . and Saturdays. In addition to Si- ting up in the morning a little easier. 
Newswire has researched a list.of cilian and ~eapolitan pizza, this (215) 735-2222. 
noteworthy Philly dining estabHsh- restaurant offers homemade lasa- .. If you're a vegan, the Essene 
ments so our beloved readers won;t gna, ravioli; manicotti, horne~made , Cafe at 719 S. 4th St. offers gour-
starve between A-10 tournament pie and ice cream. Dine-in, take- met natural foods, baked goods, 
games. out and deliv.ery are all available. bread and desserts. Ditch your car-
:: All of the restaurants and pubs Feeling tres francais? For those nivorous friends or drag them out 
listed are located in the Metro- · who can't afford Le Bee Fin, to,.see how the other half lives ... 
Philadelphia area, and were se- Philly's most famous and extremely and tast6s.1 The Cafe is open daily 
lected for affordability and out- expensive French restaurant,,,we · from 9 a.m. to 8 p:m. (215) 928-
standing food quality. suggest Au Fin Palais, located at 3722. 
If traveling east puts you in the 120 Market St. :This is ~he stop to Carnivores and omnivores who 
mood for seafood, the "City of make for those with a·sweet tooth, resented the last suggestion may 
Brotherly Love" boasts some excel- because Au Fin Palais tempts Philly 0 ra venousiy visit Kansas City' 
lent establishments.'<Cary, located with its white chocolate mousse Prime, located ~t 4417 Main St.. 
at 211 S. 15th St., is\:ip¢ndaily;frqm ~ak~ and fruit charlotte, as well as Although it's a little more experi~ 
ll a.rn. to 11 p.m'.:frboasts"ainiic ·~,::variety0f'p.asteries and dishes sive, .this restaurant is known 
of hip, grand styl~. ~~~irtg;~dge ~rid · ·from b~eakfaslto dfon~r. The hours · ·· throughout t.~e city for its succulent 
casualatmosphere,tandsomeofthe of operation are 7,,ajn.Jo 6 p.m: ·.: steak'sandste~mediobster. Dinner 
· best seafood in th~;city.' (215) 735- Tues:~Fri. and 8 ~;m'. to' S p;~.S~t. .. is served :it~irtS~Ji p.m. Mori.~ 
9100. Chickie. aiid:·Pete's Cafe, (until noon on Sun.). (215}: 629~/:>Thurs. a~d,untib'fuidnight on Fri. 
located at 40I0Robbirt~Ave~, has 9610; ' · ... i' ''"\:, · .' • ~nd Sat. (215)'.482~J700. If yo~ 
the best crabs i~ t1:te.:6ity :..2 blue. ,.,'i\'.!Io1a, .. ' Mexican av9one? · -are on a:blldgetbutstmwant a big 
claw, dungeness~ Ai~~kan ~ .. you,.. Mana:yunkFarmer~';.Mark~t. lo- , s,~ati,bf:fu~at,' th~ Rib Crib is your 
want it, they have ff.i':'(215}:'338- :•.•catedaf4i20 Main St., showcases·.•:. joint. Located'at6333 Germantown 
:3060. '' ': ':tne\wares of24 vendors with'a va-; ·, Av~ ... th~ crikisthe place for South~ 
. Craving Italian? . Try riety of f~esh and preefared: foods ern b~rbecllcid ribs, chicken and 
<Fredrick's; located at 757.S. Front • including Mexica1i'; Thai, Middle:, ·~~bop~. Ii's_t.ake~out only, so you can 
Streed, at Fitzwater St., for gour- Eastern, Italian, Carribean, and re- · get fr'fo go·:aijci eat it while sitting 
:met food and an atmosphere remi- gional American (cheesesteak?) .. A in th'e Ess~ne Cafe with your vegJ 
niscent of an Italian piazza. riverside deck for al fresco.dining etarian roommate. By the way, 
~Fredrick's is open Mon.-Fri. from adds ambiance to this eclectic culi- . the Crib is open until 2 a.m. on FrL 
: II :30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m; fod~nch 'nary experience. Hours of ~pera~· and Sat., and thattranslates to post-
. : a·nd: 5" I Ip.Ill. ~uri,~ T~l.lrs .. Jo(ditj~ , tion ~re'.8' a.in. tb 7- p:in. WeCl-Sat> game munchies'; :'(215) 438~6793 . . 
'llh •. -·;l:ive ent1ff,fain¥ent and ~~nc-, 1 ;~ri(I:9frn· to ,6 p.m,.:o~ Sun. (21 ~) . ·. How,,:;0;:./:~bout .. J a'.i)·~'nese? · 
ingareanightlyfeatuie.•(215)271~ .)483-0100. . · -', .. ·.· > .. ' Kawabafil··NortJl.East, located at 
' . F8;~D .. lf~,'?,u. ~~r~·gli~~.i~g.p~f~ .. , ,,:;: .. Fo~ '¥;:gopd.;b,r~akfl!s~ .. 6.~fore .·. , 2455 Grarit·Ave.', :s~tves sushi; 
'.of pizza thari1a six-course gourmet·:> Xavier's· big .game, . h¢ad to :the··' tempufa ~~d other tradltibnd1 J apa-
:.din,~·e~, try·.A~e Z 4 P~za~ IoSated. ~:r~ir'Jh()u~t ~-~gel I!!stitute,at 267, .· 11ese dishes. ih a~. au_th~ntic setting. 
Lunch is served fylon.-Fri. from .andliveentertainmentandyouhave 
noon uptil 2 p.m. and dinner is a great nig_ht on the town. The 
served from 5 p.m. until 10 p.m. Khyber is open daily from 10 a.rn. 
Mon.-Fri. (215)·969-8225. . . fo2'a.m. (215) 238-5888. 
Maybe you just want a plain . .·. >Yo.u are not allowed to leave 
sandwich or an all-American ham-, f>hiladelphia without sampling one 
burger. Try Corned Beef Acad~ .of its.· famous cheesesteaks. 
emy, located at 1605 Walnut St., for Dalessandro's, located at Henry 
over-stuffed sandwiches, over-sized Avenue and Wendover, knows their 
salads and deli platters. This estab- cheeSesteaks. Famous for Philly 
lishment was voted the best deli steaks; cheesesteaks, hoagies and 
restaurant in 1~95, so give it a whirl. the gluttonous cheesesteak hoagie, 
Breakfast is serv~d from 7. to 10 Dalessandro's. will fill the void in 
a.m. Mon.-Fri. and all day Sat., and your stomach with one of its famous. 
lurich.js served fromll a.m. to 3:30 sandwiches and a cold beer (or 
p.m. Mon.-Sat,, Fat Edna's Pub, soda) ... This steak heaven is open 
located at 146-Vassar St., is famous' from 11 ··. a.m. to midnight Mon.-
for the "Fat Edna· Burger,''.,w~ich Thurs. and until I a.m. Fri. and Sat. 
Edna herself dares· 'you tci eat~ (215) 482-5407. If you don't make 
Edna's fat doors are open daily'ffom itfo Dal~ssandro 's in time, hit Patts 
II a.m. to midnight (215) 4,82- King of Steaks, located at 1237 E. 
EDNA. · · PassyunkAve., because it's open 24 
Speaking of pubs, Graham':s hour~ a' day, seven days a week. 
Pub, located at 8919 Riclge.Ave., Pat's claims to be the pioneer and 
serves appetizers and sandwiches, . originator of t~e steak sandwich 
while also offering pool, tables, .(complete with onions, cheese and 
.darts, video games and a I 0-foot TV hot peppers) since 1930. (215) 468-
screen. This sports bar is.open from 1546. · 
11 a.m. to 2 a.m. (215) 487-3332. Although this guide is only the 
McGillants Old Ale House (est.· tip of the culinary iceburg, we hope 
.1860), located at 1310 Drury St., it will provide an indication of all 
provides both sit-down service and Philadelphia has to offer. 
•a buffet-style sandwich count~r in ,- ... There are many places to go and 
. a casual, dark, woody atmosphere. . foods to try in our nation's first 
Open from 11 :30 a.rn. to I a'.m. -; capital, but don 'tforget to go to the 
Mon.-Sat. (215) 735-5562. Don't b~sketballgarnes. Goodlucktothe 
forget to visit The Khyb~r. located .· m~~ 's and women's basketball 
.at 56 South Second St. Established 
in 1846, Philly's oldest bar boasts 
13 premium beers on tap>and 8Q ... 
:others in bottles. Add an espresso 
machine~ ~:.~lassie rrienu~ .dancing . 
teams~: 
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iri the creation of'each of these troubadour) a!Jd Brartdy doesn't 
· songs, eitberas musician; com:- quite fit the tone set by the other 
poser, prOducer, arranger or c_on~ . love songs'.· Hovlever, . .ihese are 
ducfor. Ail his skills are displayed slight blemishes, ~sily o~erlooked. 
ori this illbi.im. ··• . Jones writesin the liner notes, 
. 1999. NCAA Basketball ·· 
Men's· and Women's· 
The songs span 32 years of bril- ''This album. lsfor everyone who is 
Hance for Jones. Yet, this· is nqt a · in love, has lost love, or who is 
.. restime. for him, niei:el); showca8-' ' . w~iting for love.~· . So, in essenc:e; .· 
irig his talent amiability (tlio~gh i( whether it be with someone special' ·.· 
inevitablydoos). It is about his inu~ in front of the fireplace or on' some 
·· ·. Pair~~gs Party 
' sic -f timel~s.s and e9chanting'. . . lonely night, these songs provide a 
· Frank 'Sinatra sings "The wonderful backdrop forlife. · 
Shadow ~f Your Smile" with. the . After all, if humanity's greatest 
CountBa8ie Oi"chestra, arranged by . adventure is the search for love, we 
Jone8~ Michael Jackson 'offers ''Hu.:. could ·all. use a soundtrack. Jones 
Selectiqn Sunday 
··. March7, 1999 · 
. QuhtcyJones 
From Q, With.Love · 
(Warner Bros./QWest) .. 
You've seen the commercials: 
''Love Songs- of the. '80s;". ~:1>iano 
by Candlelight" All those oommer-
cials sell compilations of hit songs 
from a bygone era, all on two con-
venient discs~ Quincy Jones' new 
double CD also appears to. be one 
of these. compilations~ however, ·it 
is much.more. 
The.commercial would be easy 
to conceptualize because the CDs 
include such masterful artists as . ·' . . ' 
Michael Jackson, Aretha Franklin 
and Frank Sin~tra, and offer hit 
songs like "Baby, Come to Me" and 
"Just. Once!' (You can see the 
slightly out-of-focus romiintic pic-
tures ~hind th_e scrolling artists and 
song titles.) · · · 
. This. might be. tailor made. for 
one of those ·ads, but before you · 
rush to your phone to order... . 
· Quincy Jones has compiled a 
rare collection of love songs. They 
are rare because he has had a hand 
man ~ature" arid ''The Lady in My 
Life," both from the c;:hart-topping 
album;-Thriller, produced by Jones. 
Aretha Frankli11 ·gives a rendering 
of "Somewhere;' from -'~West Side . 
·'·-· 
Story." . . : . .· ·.. . . . 
The c:oI,eetion is rotin~ed ()ut PY 
the maestro of romance, 'Barry 
White, who adds his powerful voice 
• to several songs as well. ·•. . . 
· The "album flows beautifully, de-
. spite the fact that not all of the songs 
are well-known classics .. ··A new 
artist on Jones' QWest record label,. 
Catero, contributes "Something I 
Cannot Have" to the collection. 
Siedah Garret andEI DeBarge_ of-
fer the new track, ','I'm Yours,'' 
which is one of the most outstand-
ing songs in the set. . : ··.· .... 
No collection is perfect, of. · 
course, arid some ofJones' selec-
tions appear questioiiahie. · · .. · · · · .. · ' 
The song by Be_nard lgner, "Ev-
erything Must Change.''. drags on . 
for minutes, and "Rock with You" 





The hottest spot in town for hot wings· 
and. the hottest sports action! We dare 
you to try our Blazin' ... wings! 
· Award-Winning Buffalo Wings 
.. 12. Signature Sauces 
Full Menu 
Doily Happy· Hour 
Big Screens & a Multitude of TV's 
Free NTN Interactive Trivia 
25C Wings on Tuesdays· 
Call for Carryout 
· Norwood • 2692 Madison Road • Call· Fo~ 'ca~out •. 351-9464 
provides.this soundtrack, a s~perb .. ·. 
collection of songs, and all in two 
convenient disks. - ·' ·· . ·· · 
Thank you, Q. 
This disc earns $$$. 
-:-Adam Ziemkiewicz, 
.,·Diversions Writer 
$$$$ This disc is worth more 
than you paid for it. · 
$$$ Pick this tip the next 
time you're at the 
· record store. 
$$ This. is worth dubbing 
from a friend. 
$ Don't even bOther. 
4-8 P·ll1· . 
·University Center· 
· Main biriing Rbotn 
. ,' .: ·,., ' 
Call 745·A887 fot:more info. 
Sponsored by Student Services 
and Xavier University Athletics 
0£.io 's YJesf :J.£.rifi rSiore 
VILLAGE· 
DIS COUNT OUTLET 
4619 Montgomery Rd., Norwood; 9529.Pippin Rd., Cincinnati; . 
1813 Monmouth, Newport 
lNlAGE tlOlKlNG 
\J E"-' . 
"' .1. 
, · ·· uave lh'at · We--o ·.·. . 
. . '"'' . \..00~.··
. . . . 
• Nike • .· .. Champion • 
· • . Toll11lly ~ilfiger .. • 'Levi • Guess · 
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Better Ingr~di~nts. 




· Mon.w Thurs; 
FrL & Sat 
Sunday 
Norwo,od 
4539 Montgomery Rd, 
11 :OOam -- 1 :OOam 
11:00am - 2:00arn 
11 :OOam - 12:30am · 
731-5959 
NOW HIRING 
Managers, Drivers, In-Store & Telephone 
Personnel 
Rock Climber. 
B• s·, . .. Dr · -is . ·· 1g · ·. tster. · ·· · .• u~ lv1ajor. 
. 
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Cancun from $399 
.lamaica 
Montego Bay from $399 
Negril from $399 
Panama City 
Quality Inn $99 
Days/Ramada $139 
Call today! Space is limited 






A student's life is full of difficult decisions. 
Searching for the best student loan doesn't have 
to be one of them. That's because Fifth Third 
Bank has taken the guesswork out of student loans 
with Jump Start:" It's the best Federal Stafford 
Loan for Ohio students, and it comes with an 
incredibly low 5.96% rate. For more information 
about Jump Start~' ask your school financial aid 
advisor for a Fifth Third Bank Stafford Loan. 
•ju~p Start is a· variable rate student loan program which adjusts anOually. 5.96% current mte 
(including Jump Stnrt and Easy Pay) is avnilable through 6/30/99. 
16 week of FEBRUARY 24, 1999 
,• •·1 <' 
CAMPUS CALENDAR 
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February 24 
Tha shakes, the sweats, freaky 
nightmares, hair pulling, nail bit-
ing, arm scratching. You better 
believe it buddy, Calendar City is 
going through withdrawal big 
time. It's about time to hit detox. 
This is just preliminary stuff, 
though. It won't last long, right? 
Pretty soon this will be but a grue-
some memory. In the mean time, 
keep reaching for the Doritos, it'll 
make everything go a whole lot 
easier. 
>-By Jennah Durant >To place an item in the calendar, call 745-3122 or mailto ML 2129. 
Unless you've been camping 
out in Tibet and shearing yaks for 
a living during the last few weeks, 
you are probably aware that the 
Grammys are on CBS tonight. 
For the love of the Lama, give in 
to the Man and watch this stun-
ning display of music industry 
excess. Personally, I can't wait to 
see who wins Best Technical 
Achievement in Albanian Folk 
Music, Duo or Group. It's a tight 
race this year. I'm thinking the 
gala begins at 8 p.m., maybe later. 
Do you like coffee? If you do, 
use these cryptic clues I shall here-
with provide to lead you to a free 
cup brimming with caffeinated 
goodness.· Place: Rhymes with 
"Sombrero Mentor." Time: It 
happens one hour after 2:30 p.m. 
What it is: I'll just tell you this 
one. It's the International Coffee 
Hour! Fooledyou,didn'tl? lean 
be quite wily when necessary. 
Have you been to the Cafe to-
day? No? Alter, then. Or maybe 
the Grille. If you have, then per-
haps you have noticed folks beg-
ging you to exercise your tuition-
given rig~t to vote for next year's 
leaders of SGA. We should take 
this seriously. After all, these are 
the people responsible for ... run-
ning meetings and ... delegating, 
um, stuff and also doing ... some 
other very, very important things 
to maintain the quality of our lives. 
Well, maybe not our lives, but at 
least our toilet paper. So get out 
and vote, people. Either Andrew, 
Susan and Mike or Lynn, James 
and Nate will thank you for it. 
If there's one thing life has 
taught me, it's that seniors like free 
stuff. Sometimes it gets a little ri-
diculous. Golden Buckeye cards, 
half off at the Super 8 and spe-
cially-priced fried mush at Bob 
Evans. And now they get free 
food and drinks before tonight's 
men's basketball game against 
Dayton. When are these old 
people going to be satisfied? Oh, 
wait. Not those seniors. Seniors, 
like the people who'll graduate in 
a few months. Gotcha. Anyway, 
if that's you,. go to the Gardens 
tonight at 6:30 p.m. for free food 
and drinks, plus sit in a just-for-
big-kids, seniors-only section. 
For all the rest of us schmoes 
who still have to pay for lemon 
slushies and rock-salted pretzels, 
the men's game starts at 7:30 p.m. 
The opponent? Sneer wit.h me, 
folks: the Dayton Flyers .. Surely 
vengeance will be had for the un-
fortunate outcome of that earlier 
game that I won't mention further. 
The buses leave at 6:30 p.m., right 
when the seniors will be getting 
drunk and fat for free. 
Ii; llJ if j IJ!\'I 
· .. February 25' 
Remember that movie 
"Groundhog Day" with Bill 
Murray, where he kept reliving the 
same day over and over? Some-
times I feel like that when listen-
ing to the radio. If I hear the 
phrase "Welcome to Miami" from 
Will Smith's cute little mouth one 
more time, l shall wretch indefi-
nitely. Just when you're about to 
turn permanently to NPR, along 
come our friends at Q102 to ease 
the transition. They're presenting 
their Winter Bash at the Gardens 
(did they bother to ask us if that 
was OK?) tonight at 6:30 p.m. 
Featured will be Shawn Mullins, 
Everything, FastBall, Sixpence 
None the Richer, and Blessid 
Union of Souls. (They like it if 
you call them "BUS.") 
· FRIDAY 
February 26 
Back in high school, some stu-
dents chose to wear stiff uniforms 
and hats with feathers on them and 
march around at football games. 
We called them band geeks. 
Come see those who never out-
..grew this status at tonight's fac-
ulty recital.for the department of· 
music at 8 p.m. in the University 
Center Theatre. 
What do you get when you 
combine hot rods, monster jams 
and the entire United States? Why, -
the U.S. Hot Rod Monter Jam, -
of course. If you picked up a hottie 
at the rodeo last week and can't 
read his number through the 
grease on the onion ring container . 
it's written on, chances are he'll 
be here, so lament your loss no 
longer. The show, or contest, _or 
whatever it is, is tonight at 8 p.m. 
at the Firs tar Center. If that 
doesn't fix you, you can also go 
Saturday at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
I live in Cincinnati because its 
symphony is small. Maybe. I 
don't know. Regardless of its size, 
the Cincinnati Symphony Orches-
tra is giving a performance tonight 
at 8 p.m. at Music Hall. · Some-
one is playing the violin or some 
such instrument to accompany the 
orchestra, as if they can't make 
enough noise themselves. That's 
pretty pathetic. Bad symphony. 
Bad! 
Why are you stUI here? It's 
Spring Break, after all. Quite the 
conflict in terms, really. Spring 
Break: neither spring, nor a break. 
Discuss. Let me facilitate. Spring 
would connote things like flowers, 
greenery and a general warmth of 
atmosphere. Hmm, let's check. 
Flowers? Just over-anxious daf-
fodils. Greenery? Not even on 
the week~old bagels in the cafe. 
Warmth? Hell, no. And consid-
ering everything that wasn't due 
this week is due right when we get 
back, that throws the "break" part 




Seriously, you guys should be 
gone by now. What's the deal? 
It's easy to go on Spring Break. 
Just get in a car and ... oh. That 
could be a problem for the wheels- . 
impaired among .us. Nevermind, 
then. Perhaps it's the weather 
that's hindering your travel plans. 
I know how low 80s and light 
tropical breezes can sound like a 
real drag at this point. If this is 
the case, truck it to the gloomy and 
depressing nation's capital for 
some basketball. The men's team 
is taking on the George Washing-
ton. Colonials in D.C. this evening, 
and it's only a short seven or eight 
hours from the 'Nati. Just because 
the pimpin'-smooth Mike Jarvis 
isn't there any more to emulate, 
that doesn't mean you can't pay 
your respects .. 
Even though most of tis live in 
dorms or apartments sans gardens, 
I know there has to be a few of 
those botany students out there 
who cultivate their own flora. If 
this sounds familiar, or if you want 
to know what "flora" means, go 
to the Cincinnati Home and Gar-
den Show today at the Conven-
tion Center downtown. I heard 
Martha Stewart likes to go to these. 
things incognito so as not to be 
mobbed by a rush of spade-wield-
ing domestic goddesses. Look for 
the 50-year~old blonde in Groucho 
Marx glasses. Betth11t's her. 
Februa'ry 28 
It's been awhile since you've 
been to the theater. No more ex-
cuses, because the Classical Piano 
and Guitar .Series is back with a 
vengeance. Tonight you will be 
treated, free of charge, mind you, 
to a jazz guitar recital in the Uni-
versity Center Theatre at 7 :30 
p.m. Guess what the guy's name 
is. You only get one try. Ready? 
If you guessed Bucky Piz.zarelli, 
you are absolutley correct. I can 
think of many career options for a 
man with that name, none of 
which is jazz guitarist. Mafia hit 
man, for one. Labor agitator; 
Boxer. I'm sure more will come 
to me later. 
The Cincinnati Conservatory 




lors needed. Co-ed sleep-
away camp. Pocono Moun-
tains, Pennsylvania. Over 60 




Jamaica Shuttle nonstop 
Spring Break. Seven nights 
from $499 each from Cincin-
nati. Free ReggaeJAM Spring 
Break information. Operators 
9-5. (800) 873-4423. reggae-
jam.com 
c I a s s i f i e· d s 
Camp Takajo for boys on 
Long Lake, Naples, Maine. 
Noted for picturesque location, 
exceptional facilities & out-
standing programs. June 22-
Aug. 22. Over 100 COL!nselor 
positioris available in land 
sports, water activities, ceram-
ics, drama, music, pioneering 
& much· more. Call Mike 




tant needed for local video pro-
duction company. Flexible 
schedule. Involves setting up 
appointments, typing, etc. 
Good communication skills 
needed, transportation a plus. 
Call 956-7130. 
ASSISTANT TEACHERS 
FulVpart-time for toddler & 
preschool program. Competi-
tive salary, EOE. Send cover 
letter & resume to Education 
Coordinator, 1607 Mansfield 
St., Cincinnati, OH 45210 or 
call 621-3032. 
HELP WANTED 
Cruise ship employment. 
Workers earn up to $2,000+/ 
month (w/ tips & benefits). 
World travel! Land-tour jobs up 
to $5,000-$7,000/summer. 




You dine. We pay. Two 
years professional bar/dining 
experience required. Why not 
enjoy a meal on. us? Call PDB 
Management Company 1-
888·656-7999. 
Classifieds are 25 cents per 
word with a $5 minimum. To 
place your classified, call the 
advertising mana,ger at 
745-3561. 
FOR RENT 
3 bedroom, 2 bath house 
very close to campus. Sec-
onds from Kroger's. Features 
· hardwood floors, very spa-
cious rooms, dining room, 
kitchen, off-street parking, new 
appliances. $1100/month. Call 
351-2178x5. 
HAIR MODELS NEEDED 
Phyllis at the Madison is 
looking for haircut & hair color 
models. Haircut models will be . 
needed on Wed. afternoons. 
Hair color models will be 
needed on four consecutive 
Mondays in March beginning 
on March 8.' Please call Cathy 
Eilerman @ 321-1300 to 
schedule. 
HELP WANTED 
Landscape, maintain & in-
stall Hyde Park Area Co. Run. 
by Xavier grads, '84 & '.88. Full 
& part-time positions. Excel-
1 ent pay. No experience 
need6d. We will landscape the 
Cintas Center in spring of 
2000, pfanted Cohen Center 
last fall. Call Wimberg Land-
scaping for'interview, 271-
2332. 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE ~. 
~( 
Evening with Duke Ellington" to-
night at Corbett Auditorium, 
which I believe is somewhere in 
the vicinity ofUC. Whoa. Duke 
Ellington. Isn't he dead? It's in-
credible that he's here in Cincin~ 
nati, because he's really famous 
and stuff. And dead. Those 
. crazies at the CCM never cease to 
amaze me. The concert begins at 
7p.m. 
. Have all of the Catholics out 
there heard of that liturgical 
Lenten loophole that lets those ab-
staining from some vice take a 
break on Sundays? I was just 
wondering. 
Sports announcer. Politician. 
March 1 
There's a show at Playhouse in 
the Park right now entitled "How 
I Learned to Drive." The press 
release recounts how it's won the 
Pulitzer Prize for drama, it's the 
most produced play this season, 
it's touching, complex, blah blah 
blah, and one more thing ... it's 
about child molesting. Uh. What? 
Yeah, I so want to go see this play. 
Since it's been such a· 1ong time 
since the last good child molester 
play I saw. I'm trusting the press 
release on, this one, and presum-
ably it's good. If you wan·t to 
check it out, the shows run until 
March 14. By the way, the show 
is not recommended for children, 
So, you 're still hanging around 
Cincinnati and wondering what's 
going on today. Sorry, buddy. 
Even the Calendar G.irl can't help 
you. Campus is good and dead 
right about now, and apparently 
when XU shuts down, so does 
Cincinnati. To bide our time, let's 
spend some time thinking of more 
occupations for someone named 
Bucky Pizzarelli. There's always 
forest ranger. Officer of the law. 
Sanitation worker. Construction 
foreman. Director of B-grade 
documentaries. Animal trainer. 
Pro-wrestler. Am I forgetting any? 
There's a big crack in the wall . 
behind my computer. 
FOR RENT 
Hyde Park roommate 
needed to rent a renovated 
house. Month to month rental 
OK. Washer & dryer. From 
$200-$320, includes utilities. 
Call 321-2144. 
FOR RENT 
1 ,bedroom studio apart- · 
ment in a.three family house. 
Close to· Xavier. Washer & 
dryer: $275 per month. Call 
221-8823. 
HELP WANTED 
Tutor needed: Accounting 
1 & 2; convenient hours, good 
pay, contact Bob Moses @ 
345-6624. 
HELP WANTED · 
Immediate openings for 
handyman/painter, full-time/ 
part-time. Flexible hours .. Con-
tact Glen.@ 631-9805, 
. ~- '; ' ', ' 
·-~ 
